
Facility Change Report WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 ATIACHMENT LTR-RAC-13-3 

CCF-Number Justification Title Description Location ISAID 

9144 Improve pellet coating. Improve Rail -type fixture Create a one piece fixture for pellet IFBA, FA1 ISA-14IFBA 

fixture loading & unloading. coating that supports pellets along Processing 
rails (no screen). 

9467 The existing pump on chambers 4-6 is Replace vacuum Replace the existing small Alcatel Mezzanine ISA-08 Pelleting 
undersized. It results in extended pump on Thermal vacuum pump for thermal stability 

evacuation cycles. The new pump has stability furnaces chambers 4-6 and the obsolete Varian 

similar capacity to the old Varian OS700 on chambers 1-3 with Varian 

OS700 pump that has worked well for OS602 pumps. 

25 years on chambers 1-3 but has 

recently failed. 

9583 KHOCS-40 is obsolete. Siemens Substitute safety Substitute Siemnes safety contactor Adjacent to AOU ISA-03 AOU 

3RH1140 series contactors are used in contactor 3RH1140-1BB40 + 3RH1911-1GA40 for V02 vessels Conversion 

other SSe's. Entrelec KHOCS-40, Storeroom # 

086062. This relay is used in AOUVAP-

110. 

9860 When the filter gets plugged, the by- Add Spare The Ammonium hydroxide line to the HX-5040 ISA-03 AOU 

pass is used which sends unfiltered Ammonium heat exchanger has one filter in line. Conversion 

Ammonium hydroxide to the heat Hydroxide Filter to A second filter will be added in line. 

exchanger. This may lead to plugs in Line 5 

the heat exchanger. The other lines 

contain more than one filter. 

10039 Mag-drive pumps have already been replace P-506 with Replace the old-style P-506 with an P-506 ISA-03 AOU 

tested in this application with good mag-drive Iwaki mag-drive pump. This will also Conversion 
results, and replacing the old pumps include adding block and bleed valves 

will increase the reliability. to the piping. 

AOUNIT-401, low flow pump shut off, 

will need to be tested after 

replacement 
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10042 This equipment has to be removed to Demo Equipment Demo equipment associated with the Inside and Outside ISA-1S URRS 

make way for the new Favorable and Piping old Warm Caustic Waterglass Cake the Waterglass Wastewater 

Geometry Warm Caustic Waterglass Associated With the Dissolution Process. This includes T- Bu ilding Treatment 
Cake Disso lution Process equ ipment Old Warm Caustic 1167B, AG-1167B, P-1167, P-1167B, P- System 

and piping. Process and 1167C, HX-1167, T-1169, P-1169A&B, 

Modify/Rearrange P-1169C, T-1170 and P-1170. 

Piping Demolition will include all associated 

piping, valves, instrumentation, 

equipment pads, platforms, etc. 

Service piping to the Waterglass 

Bu ilding will be modified/rearranged 

as requ ired to facilitate insta llation of 

new equ ipment and piping for the 

new Favorable Geometry Warm 

Caustic Waterglass Cake Dissolution 

Process. All equ ipment and piping that 

is removed will be prepared and 

disposed as specified in the SOl for 

this job. All electri ca l and controls 

wiring, cond uit and components will 

be removed under a separate CCF. 

10146 Disaster Recovery. Replace 6 Fibers with Run CATS cables from six devices to Rod Line 9 Clean Side Rod 

Copper at Line 9 Column 10C for network connectivity. Area 

10149 Workstation at desk must be moved to Copper cab le run at Run one CATS cab le from the Rod Line 8 Clean Side Rod 

PCN in order to continue using Line 8. workstation on desk at Line 8 to Area 

production software. switch located at Line 8. 
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10276 Existing Liebert UPS is obsolete and Old UPS #2 Removal Removal of Liebert UPS from Equipment Room Grounds 

has limited life expectancy as well as and New Equipment Room above Mechanical above Mechanical 
significantly higher annual Transformer Side Electrical Shop. Installation of Side Electrical Shop 

maintenance support costs (due to the Installation new 208VAC Transformer for UPS 

obsolescence). bypass circuit. New transformer will 

be tied into new 22SA breaker in UPP2 

9BB. Load side will be tied to existing 

CB7 breaker in UPS Bypass Breaker 

Panel. 

10390 Management has determined a 3rd 3rd IROF for ADU Add 3rd IROF to certain CSE Cases to UF6 Bay and ISA-03 ADU 

IROF is desireable. There are now new Line 5 Autoclave make the safety basis stronger. Hydrolysis for ADU Conversion 

chemical safety requirements for System Line 5 
spi ll s. This project will be started up in 

phases per PSEDOCOOOOS12. 

SSCs affected are: 

New - ADUHFS-901, ADUHYD-106, 

ADUHYD-912/ADUVAP-147, ADUVAP-

148, ADUVAP-936, and ADUVAP-937 

Modified - ADUHYD-10S, ADUPCP-901, 

ADUVAP-llS, ADUVAP-122, ADUVAP-

928, and ADUVAP-929. 

10397 Uranium contaminated rust Install Filter Housing Install Filter Housing Vessel on UF6 Cylinder ISA-09 UF6 

accumulates in the bottom of T- Vessel on Discharge Discharge of P-140S A/B. T-140S is Recertification Cylinder Wash 
1160A. It will be much easier to of P-140S A/B the vessel used for filling and 

remove the rust from the system at emptying UF6 Cylinders with water for 

the source with a simple filter hydrostatic testing. The water is 

changeout that to remove it from the ultimately discharged via P-140S A/B 

bottom of a 30,000 gallon vessel. t o the T-1160 tanks to be processed 

through Waterglass. 
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10435 Working on contam inated assemblies Contaminated Five Westinghouse Assemblies that Packing Lay Down ISA-17 Final 

poses contamination risks to Assembly Teardown - were exposed to possible Area Assembly 

equipment in the final assembly area Erect Temporary contam ination while in spent fuel 

as well as personnel in the area. WrokArea pools at customer sites (see 

Erecting a temporary enclosure attachment) are to be torn down. 

outside the final assembly area : 
To eliminate the possibility of 

a) eliminates contamination risks to contaminating the equipment in the 

area equipment/tooling final assembly area, a temporary 

b) eliminates potential conflict with enclosu re shall be erected to al low 

final assembly area scheduling work to be performed in controlled 

and environment. 

c) minimizes the potential personnel 

exposure The temporary facility shall be erected 

in the "Meads Meadow" area adjacent 

Tear down of rods will be done using just out side the BWR assembly area 

instruction provided in RWP 2010-05. fence. A sketch is attached. 

10535 * Continuous Improvement. Automated Door We will be insta lling an automated Double doors Miscellaneous 

* Make this location handicap Opener for Double door opener on double doors entering entering Mfg from 

accessible and compliant. Doors entering Mfg Mfg from Conf Rm 301/ 302 (colum Conf Rm 301/302 

from Conf Rm 16E) 

301/302 

10536 * Continuous Improvement. Automated Door We will be installing an automated Double Doors By Miscellaneous 

* Make this location handicap Opener for Double door opener on double doors by Medical 

accessible and compliant. Doors by Medical medical. 
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10592 Operators are required to establish a Provide Monitoring This CCF will provide a monitoring X-Ray Machine ISA-lO ADU 

unique exposure number on the X-Ray System for X-Ray system to capture the exposure Rods 

counter wheel and enter that number Exposure Counter number on the counter wheel of the X-

in the database to track rod film . Ray equ ipment and easily display that 

Currently, the operator is using a long to the operator. 

handled mirror to read the number on 

the counter wheel inside the machine, 

writing that number down, then 

transferring the number to the 

computer. This system wou ld allow 

them to clearly see the number 

without getting into the equipment 

and be able to directly enter the 

number into the computer system 

while reading from the monitor. 

Human error can be greatly reduced 

by insta lling this monitoring system. 

10595 Heaters inside the coater chamber will Coater 5, Chamber Install heaters inside IFBA Ctr 5. IFBA, FA1, Ctr 5 ISA-14IFBA 

drive off (desorb) the moistu re in the heaters Processing 

chamber and reduce pump down 
time. 
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10596 Currently, the reliability of the RGA Coater 5, RGA Perform mechanica l upgrades to the IFBA, FA1, Ctr5 ISA-14IFBA 

system suffers from : replacement Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA), as Processing 
- Backing pump failures and frequent follows: 

maintenance (6 month interval) on the 1. Replace Turbomolecular pump. 

existing diaphragm type backing 2. Replace the backing pump. 
pump. 3. Add pressure gauge on RGA 

- Backing pump failure will lead to a Chamber. 

turbomolecular pump failure. The 4. Remove the IPC400 Contro ller and 
failure of the pumps will lead to a RGA go manual control. 

filament burn-up. 

- Too great a pressure in the RGA 

Chamber will lead to pre-mature RGA Details: 

filament failures (burn-ups). The RGA The upgrades are as follows; 

filament life begins shortening at 0.01 1. Replace the turbomolecular pump: 

mTorr. This is the lowest pressure the - Remove Alcatel ATH31+ (31 Ipm) 

IFBA Coater pressure even obta ins. - Insta ll new Pfeiffer HiPace 80 (80 

When the IFBA Coater Sputters (which Ipm) 

occurs at 2.5 mTorr argon 2. Replace the backing pump: 

atmoshere), the RGA filament will - Remove the KNF 813.3 diaphragm 
experience a pre-mature death (burn- pump 
up). - Insta ll new Adixen ACP 15 roots 

pump. 

3. Add a Parini pressure gauge on the 
The mechanical upgrades will improve RGA Chamber. 

RGA system reliability as follows: - Pfeiffer Active Pirani gauge, model 

PKR 251 
1. Replace the Turbomolecular Pump: - Pfeiffer Disp lay, model TPG 261 

10606 CAPs Commitment #06-334-C009.02 is Concrete Pad Depth Core drill two locations on opposing Tanks are located ISA-15 URRS 

driving a study to scope what is Verification-T1107 corners of the concrete pad that just outside the Wastewater 

required to anchor these two tanks to and T1108 supports tanks T-ll07 and T-ll08 in waterglass building Treatment 
the concrete pad. order to measure the depth of the System 

pad. The holes in the pad will be filled 

with concrete mix to return the pad to 

its origina l configuration . The 

concrete slab under these two tanks is 
not part of a passive SSe. 
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10655 The AVCO mass spectrometer has Chem Lab AVCO Remove (and dispose of) t he AVCO CFFF, Chem Lab, ISA-18 

been replaced by the IsotopX mass removal mass spectrometer from operations in Mass Spec Room Laboratories 
spec installaed under CCF 10249. the chem lab. 

10762 Allow prework and pre-wiring to Install 6 Kerotest ADU Line 1 Vaporizer System UF6 Located in UF6 ISA-03 ADU 

reduce t he outage window when Valves in Line 1 piping is being modified for addition Lines between Conversion 
t hese va lves are activated and put into Vapori zers UF6 Lines of Third I ROFs so t hat if one of the vapori zer and 
service. to support 3rd IROFS existi ng t wo IROFs fa ils an addit ional Hydrolysis Column 

addition for Li ne 1 IROF will be in place. Kerotest va lves on ADU Line 1 
SIS will be installed to act as redundant 

blocking valves on the UF6 piping 

segments containing XV-l02H and XV-

1021. 

A Kerotest valve will be insta lled on 

the UF6 line exiting each Line 1 

Vapori zer. 

In addition, XV-l 02-1 and XV-l02H 

Xomox valves will be replaced with 

Kerotest fail closed bellows sealed 

globe va lves. 

The Kerotest valves installed as 

vapori zer shut off valves and the 

redundant blocking valves for XV-
102H/XV-l021 will be activated under 

a sepa rate CCF at a later date. These 

valves will be pinned in the open 

posit ion so they do not change how 

the process operates currently. 

XV102H and XV1021 Kerotest 

replacement valves will be installed 

and activated by this CCF. 
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10776 The RAPTr (Rep lacement of RAPTr Prototype Replace the cu rrent drive method Pelleting Grinder L6 ISA-08 Pelleting 

Automated Pellet Transport) project is Upgrade for PLN6 used to t ransfer pellets from the (Pe l.conv.6) 

geared towards identifying and grinder to t he main pellet conveyor on 

proving a rep lacement system for t he grinder line 6. 

obsolete vibratory exit track used on 

pellet grinders (1-5). This insta llation A similar polycord t ransfer method 

on grinder #6 will be used to prove t he will be used with a modified (smaller) 

new method works before eventual air box enclosure to dry t he pellets. 

rollout to t he remainder of the lines. 

The design is also aimed at making 

maintenance more user-f riendly, 

increasing equipment reliability and 

reducing complexi ty. 

10813 The fil ter house and fan are being Filter House SF-1 Filter house SF-1 exhausts offgas from Roof area above ISA-Ol Plant 

replaced due to obsolescence. Replacement ADU sinteri ng furnaces on lines 1, 2, the ADU pelleting Ventilation 

and 5. This filter house and exhaust area System 

fan will be replaced under this CCF. 

Prework will be performed under a 

separate CCF, but t he new fil ter house 
and fan will be connected to the 

existing system under this CCF. 

10815 The fil ter house and fan are being Filter House SF-2 Filter house SF-2 exhausts offgas from Roof area above ISA-01 Plant 

replaced due to obsolescence. Replacement ADU sintering furnaces on lines 1, 2, ADU pelleting area Ventilation 

and 5. This filter house and exhaust System 

fan will be replaced under t his CCF. 

Prework will be performed under a 

separate CCF, but the new filter house 

and fan will be connected to t he 
existing system under this CCF. 
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10817 The filter house and fan are being Filter House SF-S Filter house SF-S exhausts offgas from Roof area above ISA-01 Plant 

replaced due to obsolescence. Replacement ADU sintering furnaces on lines 1, 2, the ADU Pelleting Ventilation 

and 5. This filter house and exhaust Area System 

fan will be replaced under this CCF. 

Prework will be performed under a 

separate CCF, but the new filter house 

and fan will be connected to the 

exiting system under this CCF. 

10820 The filter house and fan are being Filter House SF-3 Filter house SF-3 exhausts offgas from Roof area above ISA-01 Plant 

replaced due to obsolescence. Replacement ADU sintering furnaces on lines 3 and the ADU pelleting Ventilation 

4. This filter house and exhaust fan area System 

will be replaced under this CCF. 

Prework will be performed under a 

separate CCF, but the new filter house 

and fan will be connected to the 

existing system under this CCF. 

10821 The filter house and fan are being Fi lter House SF-4 Filter house SF-4 exhausts offgas from Roof area above ISA-Ol Plant 

replaced due to obsolescence. Replacement ADU sintering furnaces on lines 3 and the ADU pelleting Ventilation 

4. This filter house and exhaust fan area System 

will be replaced under this CCF. 

Prework will be performed under a 

separate CCF, but the new filter house 

and fan will be connected to the 

existing system under this CCF. 
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10823 The filter house and fan are being Fi lter House SF-1, 2, Electrica l pre-work necessary to Roof area above ISA-01 Plant 

replaced due to obsolescence. 3,4, 5 Replacement- replace filter houses SF-1, 2, 3, 4, and the ADU pelleting Ventilation 
Electrical Pre-work 5 and exhaust fans will be performed area System 

under this CCF. The filter houses and 

fans will not be put into operation 

under this CCF. Each filter house and 

fan combination will be connected to 

the existing ductwork and put into 

operation under separate CCFs. 

Independent Technical Reviews for 

affected SSCs will be performed under 

those respective CCFs. 

11004 Piping is corroded, and sections of un- replace corroded A section of the lined 1" pipe between between V406 and ISA-03 ADU 

used pipe shou ld be eliminated . lined pipe @ v40S the V406 and V40S is corroded. V40S Conversion 

Replace the piping, removing 2 tee's, 

and insta lling an elbow and a straight 

spool piece. 

11013 Anhydrous ammonia is one of the Anhydrous Ammonia Eliminate the use of anhydrous URRS - Tank Farm ISA-06 Chemica l 

most hazardous chemica ls used at the Elimination ammon ia. Decommission the T-10 Receipt and 

Columbia site. An anhydrous ammonia anhydrous ammonia storage tank and Storage 

leak has the potential for on-site and TB-S anhydrous ammonia converter. 
off-s ite consequences. Elimination of Remove associated piping and 

its use has been identified as an ISO electrica l components. 

14001 Aspect. The complete 

presentation for the elimination of 

anhydrous ammonia is documented 

under ID# CPE-RUH-10-001 

'Anhydrous Ammonia Hazard 

Elimination and/or Mitigation at the 
Westinghouse Columbia Plant'. 
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11024 This upgrade will replace the analog Line 8 UT Upgrade for line 8 manipulator Line 8 UT ISA-lO ADU Fuel 

positioning system in current use thus manipulator hardware. The upgrade includes Inspection Rod 

increasing accuracy and repeatability. upgrade. linear and rotary encoders that are 

The new UT hardware will also connected to an enclosure that 

decrease set-up time across all displays positions of all transducer 

product lines that require ultrasonic axes including angu lar position. 

inpsection at the tube end plug welds. 

11029 The existing TDC2000 is obsolete and Upgrade Line 5 BPCS This is phase 4 of a multi phase project ADU Line 5 ISA-03 ADU 

must be replaced to maintain the to Honeywell C200 to relocate input and output devices Conversion 

ability to produce powder in the hardware Phase 4 from the existing TDC2000 and GE 

conversion area. The non-safety GE Line PLC to the Honeywell C200 

Line PLC functions will be migrated to Controllers. 

the Honeywell C200 so that all process 

control is being done from one 

system. 

Th is is similar to CCF 11-026. 

SSCs affected are ADUSCR-902, 

ADUSCR-903, ADUCAL-406, ADUCAL-

901, ADUCAL-907, ADUx12-402,and 

ADUSCR-40S. 

See Independent Technical Reviews 

PSEDoc0000682 and PSEDocOOO0683 

for detailed information. 
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11030 The existing TOC2000 is obsolete and Upgrade Line 5 BPCS This is phase 5 of a multiphase project AOU Line 5 ISA-03 AOU 

must be replaced to maintain the to Honeywell (200 to relocate input and output devices Conversion 

ability to produce powder in the hardware Phase 5 from the existing TOC2000 and GE 

conversion area . The non-safety GE Line PLC to the Honeywell (200 

Line PLC functions will be migrated to Controllers. 

the Honeywell (200 so that all process 

control is being done from one Revision: Terminal numbers on loop 

system. sheets for FI-509B, PI-509B, and LI-

512A were corrected . Input 16 on 

This is simular to CCF 11-026. Rack 2 Slot 8 of the Line 5 (200 was 

marked for removal. Indication for the 

torit alarm was removed from scope 

and deleted from Input 22 of Rack 2 

Slot 9 of the Line 5 (200. 

11034 The existing TOC2000 is obsolete and Upgrade Line 1 BPCS This is phase 4 of a multi phase project AOU Line 1 ISA-03 AOU 

must be replaced to maintain the to Honeywell (200 to relocate input and output devices Conversion 

ability to produce powder in the hardware Phase 4 from the existing TOC2000 and GE 

conversion area. The non-safety GE Line PLC to the Honeywell (200 

Line PLC functions will be migrated to Controllers. 

the Honeywell (200 so that all process 

control is being done from one 

system. 

This is simular to CCF 11-026. 
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11045 The filter house and fan are being Fi lter House SF-I, 2, Mechanical pre-work necessary to Roof area above ISA-OI Plant 

replaced due to obsolescence. 3,4, 5 Replacement- replace filter houses SF-I, 2, 3, 4, and ADU Pellet area Ventilation 
Mechanical Pre-work 5 and exhaust fans will be performed System 

under th is CCF. This CCF includes the 

insta llation of the filter houses on the 

platform and ductwork on the roof. 

The filter houses and fans will not be 

connected to any new or existing 

processes under this CCF. Each filter 

house and fan combination will be 

connected to the existing ductwork 

and put into operation under separate 

CCFs. 
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11058 The existing general purpose Convert ADUVAP-910 The existing configuration of ADUVAP- UF6 Bay ISA-03 ADU 

programmable logic controller is to a Hardwired 910 uses a general purpose Conversion 
obsolete and is also used for process Interlock programmable logic contro ller to 

control. Th is will separate the process initiate the safety function. Insta ll a 

control function from the safety SIL rated stand alone logic solver 

function and increase the reliability of (M oore STA) to initiate the safety 

the safety instrumented function . function. 

The remaining process controls will be 

removed from the Plant One PLC 

under this CCF. PLC demolition will 

occur under a seperate CCF. 

See PSEDoc0000707 for the Safety 

Requirement Specification associated 

with ADUVAP-910 and 

PSEDoc0000714 for the Independent 

Technical Review. 

The reason for demotion is the 

following modifications are being 

made: 

1. Relocate analog output from out! 
to out2 for BPCS East Trench 

indicators. Existing outputs on meters 

do not work. 

2. Add jumper to bypass timer for 

11059 The existing general purpose Convert WT-901 and The existing configuration of WT-901 Conversion ISA-15 URRS 

programmable logic controller is WT-912 to a and WT-912 uses a general purpose Wastewater 
obsolete and is also used for process Hardwired Interlock programmable logic contro ller to Treatment 

control. This will separate the process initiate the safety function. Insta ll a System 

control function from the safety SIL rated stand alone logic solver 

function and increase the reliability of (Moore STA) to initiate the safety 

the safety instrumented function. function. 
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11094 

11121 

Justification Title 
Experiencing leaking issues around the Alternative gasket 

bottom flanges of the FL-329. material for FL-329 

Assembly 

Tool box contains a sufficient mass of 

HDPE moderator material that a 

Crane Area 

Maintenance - Tool 

Criticality Safety Evaluation revision is Box 

required. 

Description Location 
Currently, Chesterton 195 is the ADU Conversion 

material of choice and used for sealing Line 3 Dryer 
the bottom flanges of the FL -329 

assembly. An alternative of a gasket 

from a different material is desired for 

use. They will be interchangeable 

parts. The proposed new material is 

Garlock Graphonic Gasket (603). 

A new Snap-on Tool Box has been 

purchased, modified with HDPE 

Shadow Boards (inside each drawer) is 

being brought into and stored in the 

Final Assembly area along the East 

Wall near the CE Push Loader. 

The box contains tools that will be 

used for crane maintenance. 

Currently South Carolina Lift and Hoist 

services the cranes and they have 

access to the tool box. 

A layout of the tool box is attached 
and a general description of the tool 

box is provided below: 

SNAP-ON TOOL BOX, Model # 

KRA2106A 
******************************* 

******* 
Top Box Outer Dimensions-

Width Depth Height 

26" X 14.75" X 17.125" 
Top Box HDPE Piece Sizes-

Quantity-1 » 25.688" X 12.583" X 
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11131 NumaLogic PLC is obsolete. Replace Hot Oi l 3 Replace Hot Oil 3 System NumaLogic Hot Oil System 3 ISA-03 ADU 

System NumaLogic PLC with Common Services BPCS. Conversion 
PLC wi th Common 

Services BPCS 

11132 A fa ilure of rack power wou ld shut Update Hot Oil Insta ll add it ional I/O modu les and Hot Oil System 4 ISA-03 ADU 

down mult iple conversion lines Common Services make the power supply fo r the Hot Oil Conversion 

BPCS Rack Common Services BPCS rack 

redundant. 

11134 The existing TDC2000 is obsolete and Upgrade Common This is phase 2 of a mu lt iphase proj ect ADU Conversion ISA-03 ADU 

must be replaced to maintain the Services BPCS to to relocate input and output devices Conversion 

ability to produce powder in the Honeywell C200 f rom the existing TDC2000 and 

conversion area. The non-safety hardware Phase 2 NumaLogic PlantOne and PlantTwo 

NumaLogic PlantOne and PlantTwo PLCs to the Honeywell C200 

PLC functions w ill be migrated to the Controllers. 

Honeywell C200 so that all process 

control is being done from one Points will be relocated as they are 

system. made ava ilab le by operations as 

documented in White Paper 

This CCF is similar to 11-133 (Phase 1) PSEDoc0000696 and Test Plan 

PSEDocOOO0699. 

11162 Storage area is not needed. Added Expand Chemica l Remove wall t hat separates Mezzanine above M iscellaneous 

space to the Team Room will allow a M aintenance Team Maintenance Team Room and storage Chemica l Electrica l 

larger group. Meeting Room room in order t o turn into one large Office 
room . 

11171 The modification w ill allow the Securing Decanter to A bar/ strap will be made to help Decanter ISA-03 ADU 

decanter to be more securely held to Base secu re the decanter shell to t he base. Conversion 
the base. Some of the existing bolts are stripped 

and no longer holding t he decanter t o 

t he base as securely as before. If 

needed, inserts ca n be used in t he 

frame to secu re the bar. 
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11186 Parts on the older RH-404 analyzer are LECO Hydrogen The 3 existing LECO RH-404 hydrogen Chemical Lab LECO ISA-18 

hard to find or no longer available. Analyzer analyzers are obsolete and need to be Room Laboratories 
LECO Corporation sent CFFF a letter Replacement replaced with newer models. The 

saying that later this year, LECO will no LECO model RHEN-602 has been 

longer support these units. identifed as the replacement unit. 

The first unit will be installed in the 

Chemical Lab near the existing units 

for checkout and process verification. 

This will need to be done with SNM 

product prior to startup. 

A later CCF will follow to remove the 

three existing units and install the two 

remaining new units. 

11192 Current unit does not provide enough Sub 6 Supplement AC Install 7.5 Ton package Sub 6 Miscellaneous 

cooling during the hottest part of the Unit unit(TSC090E4ROA) to supplement 

summer along with the heat load from and provide back up to current unit in 

the transformers. Substation 6 building. 

11216 The current line builds scale and Reconfigure Reconfigure North/South Lagoon North Lagoon Grounds 
requires regular disassembly to soak North/South Lagoon Discharge Line to allow for safe 
its components in an acid bath. This Discharge Line disassembly and clean out. 
change will bring the line down three 

feet to an ergonomic height so 

operations will not have to work off a 

ladder. It will also have an 

appropriate number of pipe supports 

so that equipment will remain 

supported if only a few components 

are removed. 
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11234 This is a newer model Wilfley pump P10SB back to Change the P10SB back to a Wil f ley P10SB ISA-03 ADU 

with better and more reliable stati c dynamic seal pump dynamic seal pump. This is a new Conversion 
sea ling. model Wilf ley that will be tested to 
The old Wilf ley pumps on the replace the obsolete Wilfleys on the 

precipitator co lumns are becoming other precipitator columns. 

obsolete. On CCF 07674, we changed th is pump 

to a Goulds 3196 wit h double 

mechanica l sea l, and since then, we've 

t ried several seal types, but none of 

t hem are compatible with the process 

long term. 

1123S It is sometimes necessary to pick up mop bucket handles Add 2 sta inless steel handles to each Mop buckets in ISA-03 ADU 

t he mop buckets to empty t he mop bucket in conversion conversion Conversion 

cont ents, and hand les wou ld make it a 

safer operation. 

112S8 Light curta ins origina lly designed for Modify Operation The new ADU Rod Transfer Lift Station ADU Rod Transfer ISA-lO ADU 

t he Lift Table have been determined and features of ADU requ ires some minor modif ications Lift Table Rods 

unnecessary for the table operat ion . Rod Transfer Lift and industrial safety changes. 

Th is CCF is being written to remove Station 

the light cu rtain features 
mechanica lly. Th is CCF will also 
provide two more retro-reflective 

sensors to detect trays t ravelli ng down 

the cha in conveyor to provide broader 

coverage of tray detection. The 

existing guard on t he back side of the 

table will also be elongated to prevent 

inadvertent pinching during operation. 
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11268 CSE-17-F was revised and no longer Include option for Make the aluminum water deflector Rod Storage Area ISA-17 Final 
includes the need for the Aluminum Aluminum Water plates on the Frazier racks in rod Assembly 
water deflectors. Deflectors to be storage optiona l. 

removed from 

Since they are a potential collection Frazier Racks in Rod 
point for FM, they will be removed as Storage 

production and resources allow. 

11270 There is no tie-off point to prevent Insta llation of Pellet Insta ll fall arrest track hanger over Above Torits ISA-08 Pelleting 

someone from falling to the floor Line Torit Fa ll Arrest Pellet line 1-4 Torits by: attach ing 

when working on top of Torit. Track Hanger beam clamps (specified by 

manufacturer) to existing beams, rod 

assembly to beam clamps, and track 

hanger to rod assembly per 

manufacturing consultant. 

11278 Aid the operator when placing and Add camera to crab Add a camera to be used for high Rod Storage Area ISA-17 Final 

retrieving channels on the top racks lift in Rod Storage lifting on the crab in rod storage. Assembly 
where it is difficult to see the location. 

See attached literature 
11282 Reduce probability of dropping a Insta l slack cable A load cell will be insta lled in the pellet line 4 deer ISA-08 Pelleting 

SOOKg conta iner if it hangs up while alarm on Pellet Line pellet line 4 hoist to sound a horn if stand 

being lowered. 4 Hoist the the powder conta iner hangs up 

when it is being lowered. 
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11285 Current configuration allows some Gamma Scanner 3 Add solenoid controlled stop plungers Gamma Scanner 3 ISA-lOADU 

rods to flex upon reaching exit stops. Exit Rod Stop at additional suppports along Gamma Exit end Rods 

This some times results in the sta r Scanner exit conveyor to ensure 

roller jamming the rod and not proper handling of rods. 

allowing it to release when the stop 

plungers retract. 

Corrective action is to add an 

additional stops along the conveyor to 

fully support any flexing. This has been 

tested to reduce the amount of rod 

flex and aid in preventing the rod form 

jamming against the star roller. 

11287 The old contro ls are obsolete and Cutover of C7 - C13 This will move control from the UT2 QC Final Inspection ISA-I0 ADU 

control of the rods from UT2 soft Walking Beam Soft Hanlding PLC to the new Soft Area Rods 

handling to X-Ray is spl it causing Sections from UT2 Handling Infeed PLC for Walking Beam 

difficulty in separating areas for Sections C7 - C13 

shutdown(from a controls perspective) 

as well as caus ing confusion when 

attempting to trouble-shoot multiple 

control systems 

11288 The old controls are obsolete and Cutover of Al - A6 This will move control from the Leak QC Final Inspection ISA-I0 ADU 

control of the rods from Leak Check Leak Soft Handling Check Soft Handling PLC to the new Area Rods 
Soft Handling to UTl/UT2/X-Ray/Rod Walking Soft Handling Infeed PLC for Conveyor 

Weigh AiRod Weigh PLC' is causing Beam/Conveyor Sections Al - A6. 

confusion when attempting to trouble-

shoot multiple contro l systems. 
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11289 The old controls are obsolete and Cutover of 17-117 UT2 This will move control from UT2 Soft QC Final Inspection ISA-lO ADU 

control of the rods from UT2 soft Soft Handling Handling PLC to the new Soft Handling Area Rods 

handling prevents separation of the Walking Beam Outfeed PLC for Walking Beam 

control functions between X-Ray, section's 17 - 117 

Queueing of Rods and UT2. This will 

provide proper control separation of 

UT2 functions, X-Ray Functions and 

Rod Queueing 

11290 The old controls are obosolete and Cutover of 117 - H1 Th is wil move control from UT2 Soft QC Final Inspection ISA-lO ADU 

control of the rods from UT2 soft Conveyors and Handling PLC to the new Soft Handling Area Rods 

handling prevents proper separation Elevator Outfeed PLC for Conveyor/Elevator 

of contro ls between UT2 and the sections 117 and Conveyor section Hl. 

exiting section. 

11291 The ambient temperatu re in UPS #2 Cooling Fan Insta llation of a tubeaxial fan for the Mechanical Miscellaneous 

Mechanical Equipment Room #3 purpose of cooling the new UPS#2 Equ ipment Room 

approaches the maximum operating installed under CCF 10275. This CCF #3 

temperature of the UPS#2 during the includes supporting the Fan and 

summer. Cooling of the enclosu re is installing ductwork from Mechanical 

needed. Area(wall penetration) through fan to 

the UPS #2 enclosu re. This CCF also 

includes demolition of the existing 

coo ling system insta lled under CCF 

10430. 

CCF demoted to add a silencer to the 

open end of the inlet duct. 
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11305 Equipment downtime is being Modify keyway in Mod ify keyway on drive shaft of IFBA Coater 7 ISA-14IFBA 

experienced on a frequent basis when IFBA Coater #7 Door Coater #7 door opener to ensure key Processing 
the key falls out of the door opener Opener stays in place after insta llation . This 

drive shaft/gear mechanism. CCF covers the modification of Coater 
Cu rrently, the keyway is through to #7. Th is CCF will then be referenced in 
the end of the shaft, and the door the Substitution Procedure MCP-
operation provides enough vibration 108139 Section 5.0 : Keys/Keyways 
to eventua lly work the key out of the Substitution Criteria to make changes 
shaft. This modification will create a to the remaining Coaters as this 

"half moon" keyway, and therefore change is a minor change to a Non 
eliminate the possibility of the key Safety Sign ifica nt item needed due to 
sliding its way out of the keyway. mechan ica l operation vibration/wear 

issues. 

11309 Currently the grinder is not approved Tungsten Electrode With this CCF, we will be relocating Maintenance Weld Miscellaneous 
for use because it was not mounted to Grinder Relocation the chemica l side Welders' Electrode Booth on Chemica l 
the floor and its currently located in a Grinder. It will be insta lled in the Side 
bad spot. Operators were forced to welding booth on the chemica l side. 

use a grinder not intended for We will insta ll a 70E quick corinect on 

electrode grinding therefore the grinder for easy removal when 

presenting industrial safety hazard. necessary. 

11310 Addresses need for spot ventilation Washing Machine Install ventilation duct/flexible hose to Next to washing ISA-11 Scrap 

during loading and unloading of Ventilation Addition pick up fumes from washing machine machine in scrap Uranium 
washing machine. and cream cans. cage Processing 
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11315 The existing flashing lights are along Ammonia Detectors TH IS IS A RE-SUBMITIAL. There is a Ammonia Tank ISA-06 

the roadway and may not be seen by Audible Alarms drawing change of adding 1 more wire Farm Chemica ls 
someone within the tank farm. It is on 601A05LS04 sheets 1-4. There is Receipt, 
desired to install additional visual no change of functionality. Handling and 
indication as well as add an audible Storage 
alarm. There are four (4) ammonia detectors 

in the tank farm that provide two (2) 
The placement of these Remote Alarm total fl ashing red lights when high 
Stations also allow occupants of the levels of ammonia are detected. 

tank farm to more accuratly 

determine the best evacuation path. Drager Safety AG makes the detectors, 

These Remote alarms will be powered and they recommend we use their 
by the Plant UPS System. SC04150 Remote Alarm Station 

(please see the attachment) that will 

plug into the detectors. These will be 

installed next to each of the 4 

detectors, which are located in the 

four corners of the tank farm. 

The detectors are SSe's sketch 836038-

1, CHEM-921. Please see the attached 

ITR. 

11333 There are concerns of overheating UPS #2 Temperature Install new Temperature Probes Mechanical Side Miscellaneous 
which could cause the UPS to go into Monitoring (Thermo-Couples) and Temperatu re Equ ipment Room 
bypass mode. A method of Insta llation Transmitters for monitoring UPS #2 #3 (Above 
monitoring/trending temperatures in Cabinet Temperatures and Maintenance 
the UPS cabinet and the surrounding temperature in the outside area Electrical Shop) 
area is needed. 

11334 The Temelin Skeleton Fixture #5 was Temelin Bu lge Cut back manual bulge carriage rails Skeleton Area Components 
removed. The bulge carriage rails Carriage - Rail 49-50" This will eliminate the exisitng 

remain and represent a tripping Removal tripping hazard and open up the area 
hazard and need to be cut back. for alternate use. 
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11343 Barcode reading systems on IFBA Barcode Camera Replacement of barcode readers on #7 Barcode ISA-12 IFBA Fuel 

Rodline #7 are in a state of chaotic Replacement on IFBA IFBA Rodline #7 in order to more Cameras Rod 
operation (old equipment, complex Rodline #7 reliably scan barcodes on tubes during Manufacturing 
equipment) and need to be operation. 
complete ly replaced wholesale. This 

CCF will provide barcode reading 

systems that are streamlined and 

allow for more reliable and simplistic 

operation . 

11362 Additional power required to support AVST Server Power There is a spare 120vac SCE&G circu it Switch Room Grounds 
the Voice Network equ ipment that is in the telephone room. We can install (Telephone Room 
being insta lled in the Switch Room. a receptacle during normal business 3) 

hours. 

11366 Per issue report #10-316-C002 Cylinder Cleaning With this CCF, we will be installing fire Cylinder Wash ISA-09 URRS 
occupants of the Cylinder Cleaning Facil ity/ Cyl inder alarm speakers in the Cylinder Trailer and Cylinder Cylinder Wash 
Faci lity cannot hear announcements Weigh Station Cleaning Faci lity and and at the Weigh Station 

from the Simplex System. During Simplex (Fire Alarm) Cylinder Weigh Station . This 

investigation in this area, it is noted Speaker Instllation installation will give ocupants the 

that occupants of the Cylinder Weigh ability to hear important 

Station have the same issue. Th is announcements from emergency 

needs to addressed at the same time. personnel during the event of an 

emergency/drill. 

11377 The carts will provide a dedicated IFBA Shield Cart Implement a cart that will be used to I FBA (oaters ISA-14IFBA 

resource for sh ield retrieval and create transport and stage coater sh ields for Processing 
a visual management system for sh ield operator maintenance. 

identification. 
11400 The cart will help with material IFBA Run Changeover Implement a cart which will centrally IFBA Pellet Coaters ISA-14 IFBA 

organization, remove unnecessary Cart locate all the materials necessary for Processing 

materials form the area that have an operator to perform routine 

accumu lated over time (5S), and operations on the IFBA coaters. 

create a visual management system 

for required materials. 
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11401 The cart will help with tool IFBA Coater Implement a cart which will centrally IFBA Coaters ISA-14IFBA 

organization, remove unnecessary Tool/Maintenance locate all too ls and materials Processing 

tools from the area that have Cart necessary for an operator to perform 

accumulated over time (5S), and maintenance and any other 

create a visua l management system routine/non-routine work on the IFBA 

for required tools. coaters. 

11402 The mini-king has a 22 day lead time Tray Stacker valve With this CCF we will substitute on Pellet Lines 1-5 ISA-08 Pelleting 

vs. the asco 3 day lead time. In the substitution (lines 1- Tray Stackers 1-5, the Mini-King Tray Stacker 

past month, two of the mini-kings 5) solenoid pilot valve (SR#373011) with 

received from the store room were the ASCO solenoid pilot valve 

faulty and had to be repaired. Also, (SR#716663). This substitution will be 

the mini-king has to be constructed applied to the "tray feed", "stud 

when purchased from the store room indexer", "pellet stop", "tray clear", 

while the asco is ready to be insta lled and "tray indexer". 

right out of the box. 
No dwg changes will be needed. 

11403 It has been observed that Chem Lab/ With this CCF, we will be insta lling fire Fire Protection Miscellaneous 

announcements from emergency Development Lab alarm speakers in the Chem Lab/ System 

personnel cannot be heard during Hallway Simplex (Fire Development Lab Hallway Simplex just 

weekly drills. Alarm) Speaker outside the Men and Women's 

Instllation restroom. This installation will give 

ocupants the abi lity to hear important 
announcements from emergency 

pe~onnelduMngtheeventofan 

emergency/drill. 

11404 This would help prevent damage to Auto Ro ll Up Door With this CCF, we will install a roll up Double Doors by Miscellaneous 

the double doors. near Hot Oi l door with an auto-door opener to the Hot Oi l room 

replace the double doors by the hot entering ERBIA 

oi l room going into ERBIA. 
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11409 1. The mechanical style switches are PLN4 Coolant System 1. Rep lace the mechanical float cnt.bowlA ISA-08 Pelleting 

not reliable. Th is will utilize the system Upgrades switches with a level probe 
currently installed on PLN2. (conductive; non-mechanical) system. 

2. The valves are not robust. 2. Replace the 1" ball valves with a 

Jamesburyequivalent. 

3. Change the mounting scheme for 

the level probes as needed. 

4. Add a strainer basket to the grinder 

discharge tank. 

11411 1. The mechanical style switches are PLN6 Coolant System 1. Replace the mechanical float 02316 ISA-08 Pelleting 

not reliable. Th is will utilize the system Upgrades switches with a level probe 

currently insta lled on PLN2. (conductive; non-mechanical) system. 

2. Change the mounting scheme for 

the level probes as needed. 

11417 1. The mechanical style switches are Erbia Coolant System 1. Replace the mechanical float 09265 ISA-20 ERBIA 

not reliable. This will utilize the system Upgrades switches with a level probe 

currently insta lled on PLN2. (conductive; non-mechanical) system. 

2. Change the mounting scheme for 

the level probes as needed. 

11432 Area will be used to secure Insta llation of IFBA Insta ll fence around IFBA Maintenance M aintenance Area Miscellaneous 
maintenance equ ipment, parts, etc. Maintenance Shop Shop area approximately 10' X 28' Outside of IFBA 
Hood is dormant and tagged out(not Fence connected to polypack fence. Remove 

to be used) by Crit Engineer. Removal dormant VH-9296 Transfer Hood from 

of hood will allow more space for IFBA out of doorway per drawing. This area 

to transport channel carts. will still accomodate traffic flow of 

channel carts etc from IFBA. 

11437 Currently on a power dip the pumps Chiller Pumps Hand- Add Hand / Auto switches to Chillers 4,5,and 6 in Miscellaneous 

will not come back online unless it is Auto Switch addition secondary ch illed water pumps P- Equ ipment Room 3 

restarted manually. The addition of 8310G and P-8310F. 

the switch will allow us to allow the 

pump to restart after a power dip. 
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11442 The speed reducer is obsolete (H1). Pellet LN2 Torit Dust Replace the gearbox (speed reducer) Pellet Line 2 Dust ISA-Ol Plant 

The same unit has been installed on Collector Drive used on t he dust co llector and modify Collect or Vent ilation 

PLN1 (CCF 09699). The cu rrent unit Modifi cations the mounting and components as System 

has a 30 day fa ilu re predicted via necessary for f it and proper function. 

vibration analysis. 

11459 A ball lock pin arrangement wi ll BWR Upender - Drawing 448F15EQ08 (Patriot Packing ISA-17 Final 

reduce processing t ime and th is new Modif ied Brace Upender Assembly) currently shows Assembly 

configuation will be consistent with Assembly that t he Brace Arm Assembly (I tem 22) 

other package designs. Attachment is attached to the Strongback 

Hardware Weldment (Item 2) using a bolt or nut 

arangement (I tems 49, 41, and 42). 

The desing or drawing needs to be 

revised to show a new configuration 

using a Busing and Ba ll Lock Pin. 
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11463 New requirements to prevent spills Insta ll valves and Install new level transm itter and V-106 ISA-03 AOU 

from vessels containing HF, NH40H level transmitter on isolation va lves for V-106. Conversion 
and Nitric Acid. V-106 

Six control va lves w ill be 

Similar to CCF 10-650. installed/configured so that process 

lines w ill not be affected. These va lves 

w ill be made operational by a fu t ure 

CCF. A new 10 inch x 3 inch 

instrument tee w ill be attached to the 

bottom of V106 so t hat a new 

diaphragm level t ransm itter can be 

physica lly insta lled . This new level 

transmitter w ill also be made 

operationa l by a future CCF. SSC 

AOUHFS-901 will be affected because 

t he new 10 inch x 3 inch instrument 

tee attached to t he bottom of V106 

w ill change the height of t he tank 

requ iring reca libration of the level 

t ransmitter. The interlock check 

associated with SSC AOUHFS-901 w ill 

also need to be performed since the 

dip t ube level t ransmitter piping 
associated with t his sse wi ll be 

touched duri ng addition of the new 

bottom and level t ransmitter 

insta llation. 

11464 Future NCSIP-II req uirement. Install Backflow Add backflow preventer to prevent At T-204 0 1 Water ISA-03 AOU 

preventer in 0 1 materia l from precipitation tank Tank Conversion 

CCF Similar to CCF 10-798 Water Supply to Line backflowing into t he 0 1 Water t ank T-

1 204. 

11465 Management has determ ined a 3rd Insta ll Flow and Level Install recircu lation f low and level At V-012 ISA-03 AOU 

IROFS is desireable. Transmitter on V-102 t ransmitter on V-102. Level and Flow Conversion 

t ransm itters w ill be activated under a 

different CCF. 

Hardware design for th is CCF is Similar 

to CCF 10-390. 
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11469 Moving the sensor over 1.25" will Add hole for sensor A shorter length of tubing does not Tube Prep - Line 8 Clean Side Rod 

assu re the shorter tube will make the bracket when consistently reach the current sensor Area 
sensor cons istently. traveling to AVIS lift location to activate the pinch rolls 

on line 8 when the tube is travelling axia lly to 

the AVIS lift. 

11470 The existing roller bed is not spaced to Non-Fuel helium Replace the existing roller bed Non-Fuel area east Components 

support the 4" wide channel properly. backfill chamber assembly in the helium backfill of the X-Ray unit 

roller bed chamber to support the new 4" wide 

replacement rod channels 

11473 V717 is the knockout pot for the V-717 Level Alarms Replace LSH-717 on V-717 knockout SOLX ISA-01 Plant 

vessels in SOLX. Recent ISA changes pot with two independent level Ventilation 
have required taking cred it for the switches, alarms, and controls. The System 
high level alarm for this vessel as an new switches will be Rosemount 2120 

SSe. This is an existing circuit with one fork level switches and will replace the 

switch and alarm. If this alarm were existing Warrick level switch (LSH 

not to function when t ested and/or 717). The new 

required, this will possibly be a NRC switches will be tagged LSH-717A and 

reportable event LSHH-717B. LSH-717A will replace the 

existing switch and be mounted in the 

same inch NPT connection. LSHH-

717B will be installed above the 

existing switch and mounted in 

existing 1 inch NPT port. LSHH -717B 

will activate at approximately 4 inches 

below the passive overflow outlet. 

11475 THE NEW ROD SUPPORT CHANNEL NON-FUEL ROD DESIGN AND REPLACE ROLLER BED NON-FUEL AREA Components 
WILL NOT FIT ON THE EXISTING ASSEMBLY / HELIUM FOR THE EXISTING NON-FUEL HELIUM EAST OF TH E X-RAY 

ROLLER BED IN THE CHAMBERS LEAK CHECK LEAK CHAMBER TO ACCOMMODATE UNIT 

MODIFICATION THE NEW 4" WIDE ROD SUPPORT 

CHANNEL 
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11478 To better facilitate the cleaning of the Installation of SIS Replace the existing fiberglass sink Dark room Clean Side Rod 

processor racks as the present sink is sink to replace with the new Stainless Steel Sink in Area 
too small for the racks to safely be fiberglass one in the the x-ray film processing room. 

placed while cleaning. The sta inless X-ray Film Process 

steel sink is larger and will safely Room 

accommodate the racks during 

cleaning. 

11486 These items were identified during the Minor Modifications During a TPM planning event, several IFBA Coater #1 ISA-14IFBA 
equipment investigation and have to IFBA Coater #1 items were discovered to be Processing 
been in need of change for a long abandoned in place, not used, and 

time. Either unused items or items inefficient on the Coater. These items 

that affect efficiency of the Operation will be modified: 

should be removed and changed to 

optimize production 1. Removal of unused Cooling Water 

tubing 

2. Remova l of unused Argon tubing 

11511 These solenoid valves are the final Replace SV's with air Replace solenoid valves SV5B-1, SV5B- 5B furnace ISA-08 Pelleting 

elements in SSe's. They are at a high actuated ball valves, 2, SV5B-3, SV5B-6 & SV5B-7 with 

risk of failure because the process gas 5B furnace Jamesbury air actuated ball valves. 

lines cannot be filtered. It is also These valves are part of SSe's: PELSINT 

difficult to determine the state of a 901,PELSINT-902, PELSINT-

solenoid valve during interlock testing. 903,PELSINT-904,PELSINT-905,PELSINT 
906 & PELSINT-909. 

It is plant standard practice to use 

quarter turn valves with spring return, 

air operated actuators as the final 

elements in SSe's. This change will 

bring all of the valves used in the SSe's 

on 5B furnace up to the plant 
standard. 
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11519 The bypass line and the flow indicator Modify Piping at the Remove bypass piping and flow Q-Tank Activity ISA-03 ADU 

are not used and the unused branch Q-Tank Primary indicator FI-116A3 at the Q-Tank Monitors on the Conversion 

line on the acid wash line is a "head Activity Monitors Primary Activity Monitors. Remove Mezzanine 

knocker". the unused branch line on the acid Platform 

wash line for the Q-Tank Primary and 

Final Activity Monitors located on the 

mezzanine platform. 

11521 Relocate breathing air cyl inders to Plating Room - Install new 4-cylinder in-line process Plating Room Components 

improve safety/ergonomics of Breathing Air station gas cylinder rack, relocate two 

changing bottles and open up area Relocation (2) existing breathing air hose reels 

behind tanks to improve plating tank from existing bottle storage rack to 

filter assemblies. east wall of plating room, insta ll new 

heavy-duty hi-flow regu lator w/gauge 

to new process station, insta ll new 

tubing to connect four (4) breathing 

air cylinders to new regu lator, insta ll 

new piping from new regulator t o 

relocated breathing air reels. Piping to 

extend up wall, travel across cei ling 

and drop down vertically to hose 

reels . All piping to be installed per 

facility specification FSS-003-56, 

Breathing Air. 

11523 The current method of blowing down Line 5 Three-Way Install a three-way valve and a pipe to Line 5 Steam Line ISA-03 ADU 

the steam into a bucket is an injury- Valve Steam Blow the floor at the steam line going into going into the Conversion 
likely situation . Also, having that Down the ca lciner. This will allow the steam Calciner 

much water on top of the Fitzmill to go into the ca lciner or be blown 

enclosure is not a good practice. down to a cream can. Add a ball valve 

between the superheater and the 

three-way valve, and add a globe 

valve in the blowdown line 

downstream of the three-way valve to 

throttle blow down. 
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11528 The guards aid in preventing pellets Erbia Grinder Add guards, similar to the ADU pellet FE9262 ISA-20 ERBIA 
from falling on the floor, creating Entrance Track grinders to allow operators to easily 

possible safety hazards. The tracks are Modification and safely place pellets on the track 

narrow, so increasing the area that for sampling. 

pellets can be dropped on will reduce 

the risk of scrapped pellets. 

11532 The covers are lead lined and heavy Modifications to Add Hinges to the lead covered doors; Passive Gamma ISA-12 IFBA Fuel 

which make it a safety issue when Erbia Pass ive Gamma add a purge line into the electronics Scanner in Erbia Rod 

removing the doors; the purge line is Scanner housing; insta ll electrica l quick Manufacturing 

t o prevent moisture from entering the disconnects between the circuit 

electronics cavity, which suspected of boards and the PMT tubes. 

causing erratic readings; the electrical 

quick connects will allow us to replace 

components without having to de-

solder and so lder. The goa l of these 

changes is to make the Gamma 

Scanner more reliable, faster repair 

times, and improve troubleshooting. 

11534 Enable operators to reach the filter IFBA f il ter change Install permanent platform to replace Sandblaster filter ISA-Ol Plant 

housing on the dust collector platform scaffolding at IF BA dust co llector Ventilation 
System 

11544 Not able to find the exact replacement Part replacement Coater 2 SV-7087x is a 8314C35 IFBA FA1 ISA-14 IFBA 

SoLvalve SoLvlv 8314C35 with soLvlave that is an ON/OFF for air to Processing 

8314H35 the Mass Flow isolation valve. 

SoLValve 8314H35 is a direct 

replacement for the 8314C35. We are 

unable a find a 8314C35 and would 

like to replace it with a 8314H35. 
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11545 The equipment is no longer used. Remove Diaphragm Remove diaphragm pumps P-406D & P West of V-406B ISA-03 ADU 

Pumps P-406D/E & 406E, as well as associated piping and between CL 3 & Conversion 
Associated va lves as indicated. Insta ll a bli nd CL4. 

Equipment f lange beneath the V-406B bottom 

va lve which leads to the pump suction 

piping. Remove the air supply li ne to 

the pumps, including the pressure 

regulator, f ilter, and oiler. Disconnect 

and secure the air supply piping as 

appropriate. 

11549 The existing VFD is obsolete and is Eliminate VFD of M- Replace t he VFD t hat powers t he first Line 3 ca lciner ISA-03 ADU 

unecessary because it is set to ru n at 309B first discharge discha rge screw on ADU Line 3 Conversion 

fu ll speed all the t ime. It is becoming screw ca lciner wi t h a plain motor starter. 

unreliable and it is long obsolete. 

This w ill not change the funct ion of 

ADUCAL-406 and ADUCAL-406 will be 

veri fied according to MCP-203325 

pri or to ret urning to operation. 

11555 Chemica l compatibility may be better alloy 20 va lve use Allow t he use of alloy 20 Jamesbury liquid scrap tanks ISA-11 Scrap 

with the alloy 20 instead of 316ss va lve, type 7150 in place of 316 Uranium 
sta inless of t he sa me design, in the Processing 

piping at the scrap cage liquid scrap 

co lumns 

11560 The safety council has determined F/A Wash Pit Area New tables have been purchased for wash tank area ISA-17 Final 

t hat a configuration using 2 tables and Reconfiguration installation next to t he vacuum pit. Assembly 

placing t he vacuum pump out of t he The vacuum pump will be 

way under the table will create a safer permanently attached to the bottom 

working enviornment shelf on one table. 

Drawing 500F04AR22 (attached) 

needs to be updated to show t his 

change. 
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11561 The gasket material is failing at the Remove gasket Remove gasket material from pellet IFBA facility area ISA-08 Pelleting 

doors to the IFBA pellet carts. The material from pellet cart doors. 
failed gasket material poses a foreign cart doors 

material risk. Additionally, the gasket 

does not serve the intended purpose 

to seal the carts . 

11564 Current motor RPM is running at 100% Non-Fuel X-Ray Replace the exisiting conveyor drive X-Ray Inlet Clean Side Rod 
and is not adjustable for higher Upgrades motor with a new one, install conveyor Area 
speeds. The redesigned slide on top of redesigned slide on top of the rod 

the rod alignement bar will now cover alignement bar, and replacement of 

the cam follower. The adhesive back the tape rule with a steel rule. 

tape is curling on the edges and is not Drawing updates to reflect the 

durrable enough. changes are required. 

11565 Future mobile 01 water installation. 01 Water Remote I/O Install cabling to add 01 water remote water glass Grounds 
cabling I/O to the miscellaneous C200. building and tank 

1365 
11566 Future installation of mobile 01 water 01 Water Tank 1365 Build and mount the control panel for 01 water tank 1365 Miscellaneous 

system. Control Panel the 01 water tank 1365. 

11567 Future installation of mobile 01 water Mobile 01 Water Build and mount the control panel for 01 water truck Miscellaneous 
system. System Control Panel the mobile 01 water system. 

11568 01 water system installation 01 water tank 1365 Process connections to the 01 water 01 water tank 1365 Grounds 
control panel process tank 1365 contol panel will be made. 

connections 

11569 01 water system installation 01 water truck Process connections to the 01 water 01 water truck Grounds 
control panel process truck control panel will be made. 

connections 
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11572 The nitric acid valve located above Removal of Dormant Remove dormant nitric acid line that Dissolver, ISA-04 Safe 
maintenance storage area leaked on Nitric Acid Line runs across chemical area machine Maintenance and Geometry 
the 2nd floor deck (temporarily and maintenance shop, back to main Machine Shop Dissolver 
repaired). This line is dormant and has header above the Dissolvers. The line 

a potential to leak again, which is a use to supply nitric acid to old 

safety hazard. chem ical development lab. 

11575 *The current common pressure switch Furn 5B Rebuild / With this CCF, we will: Furnace 5B ISA-08 Pelleting 

does not allow testing of PELSINT-903 Controls Upgrade *Install individual N2 pressure switch-

without tripping all 18 pellet sintering This CCF is to transfer the low nitrogen 

furnaces. This is a major pressure interlock wiring from the 

inconvenience that results in common switch to the new individual 

production downtime and switch for individual furnaces. All 

maintenance costs that will be sintering furnaces in ADU and Erbia 

avoided as the furnaces are have a low nitrogen pressure interlock 

transferred to individual pressure (PELSINT-903) from a pressure switch 

switches. This CCF simplifies PELSINT- on the main nitrogen header that is 

903 and makes it more reliable by located on the thermal stabi lity 

eliminating an interposing relay which furnace mezzanine. A new header 

has a dangerous failure mode. with 19 individual pressure switches 

* Replace obsolete equipment and has been installed under CCF 09630. 

improve accuracy and stability of This will enable each furnace to have 

temperature measurements. Th is is its own pressure switch for this 
identica l to the controls upgrade that interl ock. This change was 

was recently completed on 4C furnace. implemented on severa l furnaces 
*Solenoid valves are a poor choice for already. 

final elements in interlocks. It is not *Replace the following temp controls: 

possible to verify the state of the valve Robicon SCR's for Ameteks due to 

when performing interlock obsolescence, Insta ll Ammeters. The 

verifications and they are prone to following SSe's will be impacted: 

leak-through. Th is modification is PELSINT-903, PELSINT-904, PELSINT-

identica l to the one on other furnaces 905, PELSINT-907, PELSINT-908 

ex. 4C furnace. * Replace so lenoid valves: SVIA9, 

SVIAI0 and SVIAl1 with air actuated 
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11577 Currently the NOT standards are Installation of the In an effort to improve the contro l and Rod Rework Lathe ISA-lOADU 

stored in a bundle within a tube. This NDT standards rack protection of Non-destructive Testing between the pin Rods 
bundeling can cause damage to the at rework lathe stand (NDT) Standards a standard rack has stamper and Rod 
standards and makes them difficult to and frame been designed and built per the Line 9. 
sort and set in order. Additionally a (454F07EQ01). tooling drawing listed below. A walk 

caps issue was generated, and this down was performed of the area near 

new NDT standard storage rack will Rod Line 9 for a location of the 

address the caps issue(#11-167-COO2). standard rack and it was found the 

best location for the rack is within an 

existing machine frame (listed below). 

The Rack will span the support frame 

of the machine and be bolted to the 

stanchions. Listed below are the 

drawings that are involved in this 

addition of the standard rack to the 

rework lathe frame. 

1. 454F07EQ01 - Rework Lathe Stand 

will need to reference the frame work 

cu rrently in use and not referenced by 

drawing number. 

2. TD000940 - Lathe Drawing - (no 
modification) 

3. 459F02EQ01 - Framework (Rod 

Overweld Station) will need to 

reference lathe stand, show storage 

11578 If the SPCS fails or loses power, the Modify First Change electrical contact from Calciner Line 5 ISA-03 ADU 

current contact configuration allows Discharge Screw Run normally closed to normally open. Conversion 
the First Discharge screw to run and Contacts from Line 5 This will cause the first disca rge screw 

causes a trip of SSC ADUCAL-406. SPCS at the ca lciner to stop on loss of 

power or failure of the SPCS 

Similar to CCF 11579. controller. 

See Independent Technical Review 
PSEDoc0000686 for additional details. 
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11579 If the BPCS fails or loses power, the Modify First Change electrica l contact from Calciner Line 1 ISA-03 ADU 

current contact configuration allows Discharge Screw Run normally closed to normally open. Th is Conversion 
the Fi rst Discharge screw to run and Contacts from Line 1 will cause the first discarge screw at 

causes a trip of SSC ADUCAL-406. BPCS the ca lciner to stop on loss of power 

or failure of the BPCS contro ller. 

Similar to CCF 11578. 

11585 Old unit is worn and tends to bounce Non-Fuel X-ray Replaces exisiting non fuel X-ray outlet CFFF, Non-fuel, Clean Side Rod 

the rods when completed. Outlet/D&V and D&V inspection channel Inspection Area 

Accumulation accumulation conveyors with a new 

Conveyor unit. 

Replacement 

11586 The current channel conveyor system Non-Fuel D&V Add an overhead lift to the non-Fuel CFFF, Non-Fuel, Clean Side Rod 
will not allow the operators to easily Accumulation Table D&V inspection channel roller Inspection Area 

organize the order of the inspection Overhead Lift Insta ll. accumu lation table. 

channels due to their weight, 

ergonomic issues. 

11588 Removal of the unneeded V-7096 V-7096 Elimination Remove the V-7096 Process Vent IFBA Mop Water ISA-01 Plant 

vessel and segregation of the Mop System Sea l Pot of the IFBA Mop Area Ventilation 

water vessels and caustic break tank Water System. Repipe the V-7105 System 

to remove possible routes of process Caustic Break Tank overflow to the 

fluids getting into the scrubber floor within the depressed area. Insta ll 
system. air gaps in the vent lines of the V-7092 

Mop Water Hold Vessel and V-7093 
Mop Water Filtrate Vessel. 

11592 Jib Crane will be used to safely lift West Lagoon 1 Pump Insta ll jib crane south side of West West Lagoon 1 Grounds 
pump in/out of sump. Pump is heavy Jib Crane Lagoon 1 pump sump. Pump 
and it is safety hazard for mechanics 

to lift pump out of sump onto cart. 
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11595 These changes have been requested COLUMN This CCF is for software changes to be No physical ISA-03 AOU 

by the Safeguards group to make Modification made in COLUMN. There are four location Conversion 

enhancements to the current SRN's that will be implemented: 

software. 1. 5-070712 Update to COLUMN 

modifications for Foreign Obligations 

A CCF was required due to SSe's being Management 
located in COLUMN. An ITR will be 2. 5-101005 Fix Feed SWU Calcs on 

performed and attached to the CCF. Deleted Correction Txns 

3. 5-110572 Fix Receipt Correction 

Transaction 
4.5-110536 Cylinder SRO Eva luation 

report fix 

11597 Infrastructure requirements for new Mobile 0 1 Water Install a new concrete pad for the Southwest Corner Grounds 

mobile 0 1 water system. System - New location of the mobi le 01 water of Plant Near Dock 

Concrete Pad trailers. Project to include new 4 

concrete pad between dock 4 and 

southwest corner of the building, 

storm water catch basin modifications 

to bring them up flush with the new 

concrete, buried process waste drain 

line tied into existing line, embedded 
condu it for power supply to new 
mobile trailer, guard rail between 

trailer location and bu ilding, remova l 
of obsolete breathing air bottle 

storage, and modification of ground 

water monitoring well to make flush 

with new pad. 

11599 New piping will allow for transitioning Piping Header at T- Install a new piping header for the 01 URRS - Outside, T- Grounds 

between the existing 01 water system 1365 Tank for Mobile water system at the T-1365 tank. 1365 Tank Area 

and the mobile 0 1 water system. System 
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11600 Provide a backup 01 water pump to 01 Water Booster Install a second 01 water booster URRS - Outside, T- Grounds 

feed the plant. The new mobile 01 Pump Redundancy pump tied into the T-1365 0 1 water 1365 Tank Area 

water system will feed through the T- hold tank. 

1365 tank and the T-1365 pumps will 

be the plant supply pumps. 

11603 Infrastructure required to transition Mobile 01 Water Insta llation of the infrastructure URRS - Southwest Grounds 

from the plant 0 1 water system to a System required for the utilization of a mobile Corner of the 

mobile (contracted) 0 1 water system. 01 water system. Mobile system to be Building 

located on a new concrete pad (CCF 
11597) in the southwest corner of the 

building. Piping to run from the 

existing 01 water system to the new 

trailer location and back to the T-1365 

tank. All piping to be heat traced and 

insu lated as required under a separate 

CCF. 

11607 To provide sepa rate power Hot Oi l System #4 Install a new contactor to allow Hot Oil Room ISA-03 AOU 

disconnection of pumps and heaters. Pump Circu it Power separation of pump power circuits Conversion 

This change will allow the hot oil Contactor from Heater power circuit. 

pump(s) to continue running in the 

event of a High Temperature trip, but 
sti ll shut-off upon actuation of the 

System E-Stop PB. This action is 

consistent with the requirements of 

the associated SSCs and will satisfy 

process requirements. 
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11608 The existing galvanized transitions are Transition Design, fabricate and install stainless Chemical Area Roof ISA-01 Plant 

severely corroded and cha llenge the Replacement on FL- steel inlet and outlet transitions on Ventilation 
passive structural integrity of SSC ID 970 Filter House FL-970. System 

VE NT -CON-10S-4C/ 4D. Also remove the 6 inch duct which 

connects the inlet transition of FL-969 

The 6 inch duct is not used and by to FL-970, as shown on 306F03P101. 

eliminating this duct we eliminate Note: Drawing 306F03PI01 also shows 

potential points of leakage. a 6 inch duct connecting the outlet 

transition of FL-969 to FL-970, 

however that duct is not in the field. 

11609 One of the top 5 safety issues for Waste Water Lagoon With this CCF we will be relocating the Waste Water Grounds 

Maintenance Electricians. During Pump Ctrl Panel Waste Water Lagoon Pump control Lagoon Aerator 

inclement wether, Electricians are Relocation panel. It currently located on a svc Pumps 

called on to go out and reset the pole on the other side of the Waste 

pumps if they are shut off as a result. Water Lagoon. We will be moving it 

This is really a problem during after to the inside of the Sludge Dewatering 

hrs when its dark. Wildlife is always a Building. 

concern when the Electricians are in 
that location. 

11610 To provide separate power Hot Oil System #3 Install a new contactor to allow Hot Oil Room ISA-03 ADU 
disconnection of pumps and heaters. Pump Circuit Power separation of pump power circu its Conversion 
This change will allow the hot oil Contactor from Heater power circuit. 
pump(s) to continue running in the 

event of a High Temperature trip, but 

still shut-off upon actuation of the 

System E-Stop PB. This action is 

consistent with the requirements of 

the associated SSCs and will satisfy 

process requirements. 
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11612 Cylinders would not pop up and Line 8 Bladders Line 8 needs to have a better method Tube Prep line 8 Clean Side Rod 

damage tube that have to be scrapped Replacement of lifting and transporting tubes from Area 

once they fall off walking beam, to one station to another. For many 

include less downtime. years bladders were used without 

great success because bladders were 

hard to control when lifting. Air 

cylinders are more controlling than 

bladder so cylinder will control the 

lifting on parts of line 8 walking beam. 

11617 T-8 tank is obsolete and has been out Remove T-8 Tank and Remove the T-8 tank and recycle the URRS - Tank Farm ISA-06 Chemica l 

of service for years. Name plate Foundation Piers steel. Remove foundation piers. Receipt and 

designation for the tank is missing. Storage 

The tank cannot be used as a pressure 

vessel. There is no man-way for 

internal inspection and its size limits 

its ability to be useful for future 

aqueous ammonia storage. Removal 

of the tank will improve access to 

other tanks and piping and allow for a 

man lift to be placed in the tank farm 

in this area. 

11620 The decanter has experienced several ADU Conversion To define decanter feed tube design ADU Conversion ISA-03 ADU 

feed tube failures, and based on a decanter feed tube length and wall thickness for Lines Conversion 
Finite Element Analysis done on the assembly standardization purposes and 

feed tube assembly, the proposed enhance a more reliable performance. 

reduced wall thickness, along with the Per manufactu rer, cu rrent length and 

proposed new length shou ld counter wall thickness are approximately 

the effects of resonant vibration due 17.50 inches and 0.236 inches 

to the frequencies that comes from respectively. It is desired to change 

the bowl while it is in operations. the length to 16 inches and wall 

thickness to 0.157 inches. Also, the 

feed tube hub has been reversed 

engineered. 
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11621 Ease of installation. Drawing currently Boat Loader Flash Allow use of a tie-wrap, as an ADU Pelleting / ISA-08 Pelleting 

ca lls for rubber band(Ref. Pak Vacuum Bag alternate for a rubber band, to secure Line 1-5 Boat 

325F10HV01, Sht 02, Item 13) to Mounting Scheme the Flash Pak vacuum bag(Ref. Loaders & Erbia 

secure the vacuum bag. Modification 325F10HV01, Sht 02, Item 08). Pelleting / Boat 

Loader 

11624 New server racks required 208 volts . Data Center Changing power to 208 for racks 50,51 Data Center Grounds 

Receptacles and 52 in the data center with the 

following drawings being modified : 
510F08EL05 sheets 1, 2 and 4, 

510F08EL04 sheet 2. 

11626 The powered up-ender needs to be Mechanical The powered up-ender manufactured Patriot Bu ilding Grounds 

operated with concern for operator Evaluation Powered by NovaTech has not been used at 
safety and equipment wear. Up-Ender Westinghouse Columbia. The 

equ ipment is to be evaluated by 

safety or mechanical personnel. 

Modifications deemed as necessary 

are to be completed before operation. 

11629 It has been observed that Men's Upstairs With this CCF, we will be insta lling fire Upstairs Men's Grounds 

announcements from emergency Change Room alarm speakers in the Men 's Upstairs Change Room 

personnel cannot be heard during Simplex (Fire Alarm) Change Room just outside the shower, 

weekly drills. Speaker Instllation and in the restroom. This insta llation 

will give ocupants the ability to hea r 
Per Issue Report # 11-252-C008, It was important announcements from 

reported in Redbook# 39815 that emergency personnel during the 

during the 0500 weekly event of an emergency/drill. 

alarm/announcement test the alarm 

cou ld be heard but the announcement 
cou ld not. The issue was reported to 

be in the men's upstairs change room. 
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11630 When straps are transferred from tank Plating Room: Drip Allow the use of a stainless steel drip Plating Room Components 

to tank, liquid is spilled onto the floor Catch for Tanks catch between the various tanks in the 

(both chemica l-infused and rinse nickel plating process. 

water), which creates a dirty 

environment for the operators and 

contributes to the level in the below-

floor trough. 

11633 The current flow switch does not give Upgrade Flow Switch Upgrade flow switch on P-1124R. This Contaminated ISA-15 URRS 

reliable indication . Its parts are on P-1124R is the flow switich on the recirculation Sump Wastewater 

obsolete and cannot be replaced. pump in the contam inated sump. It Treatment 

triggers an alarm to the operators if System 

the recirculation malfunctions. The 

sump is supposed to continuously 

recirculate so that solids to not settle 

and accumulate in the bottom of the 

sump potentially forming a critica lity 

hazard. 

11636 The alternating tread stair features a Install an alternating Insta ll an alternating tread sta ir ladder Chemical Roof Area Grounds 

tread design which provides greater tread stair ladder in in place of the existing vertica l ladder 

tread depth than vertical ladders place of the vertical on the elevated platform between 

therefore it is a safer design. It also ladder filter house 1A and filter house 1B, on 

allows a face forward descent. See the the Chemical Area Roof. 
att achment for specifications. 

11638 1. The 90 degree gearbox is obsolete Sintering Furnace Replace the gearbox and drive for the Pellet Sintering ISA-08 Pelleting 

with no spare units available. Upgrade ADU sintering furnace boat inverters. Furnaces 

2. The sensor mounting scheme Modify the associated equipment as 

introduces reliability issues (typica lly necessary for proper and reliable 

resulting in gearbox failures). operation . 

11641 Machine currently has both heights on Walking Beam Make the existing walking beam Line 3 ADU Rod ISA- lO ADU 

it and the delrin AP1000 supports have supports for line 3 supports the same height as the Loading Rods 

a tendency to mark the rods because AP1000 support heights. Also, change 

it is a harder material. the AP1000 supports t o nylon . 
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11643 This work will facilitate the isolation of Rod Soft Handl ing Install three relays to allow separation QC Rod Final ISA-10 ADU 

the UT Soft Handling Numalogic PLCs UTllsolation from of UTl controls from the C20 control Inspection Area Rods 

from the new Soft Handling PLCs and C20 common control station . This control station currently 

prepare the way for the removal of station links UTl and UT2 Soft Handling 

these obsolete PLCs. Numalogic PLCs. 

11644 This work will facilitate the isolation of Rod Soft Handling Insta ll three relays to allow separation QC Rod Final ISA-10 ADU 

the UT Numalogic PLCs from the new UT2 Isolation from of UT2 controls from the C20 control Inspection Area Rods 

Soft Handling PLCs and prepare the C20 common contro l station. This control station currently 

way for the remova l of these obsolete station links UTl and UT2 Soft Handling 

PLCs. Numalogic PLCs. 

11647 The current method of blowing down Line 1 Three-Way Install a three-way valve and a pipe to Line 1 Steam Line ISA-03 ADU 

the steam into a bucket is an injury- Valve Steam Blow the floor at the steam line going into going into the Conversion 

likely situation. Also, having that much Down the ca lciner. This will allow the steam Calciner 

water on top of the Fitzmi ll enclosure to go into the calciner or be blown 

is not a good practice. down to a cream can . Add a ball valve 

between the superheater and the 
three-way valve, and add a globe 

valve in the blowdown line 

downstream of the three-way valve to 

throttle blow down. Also insta ll a 1/2" 

31655 flexhose (12" length) on the end 

of the blowdown line to allow a cream 

can to be moved beneath the 

blowdown line. Reference CCF# 11S23 

and CCF# 12368 for same 

modifications for Line 5. 

The ITR is attached. 
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11648 The current method of blowing down Line 2 Three-Way Insta ll a three-way valve and a pipe to Line 2 Steam Line ISA-03 ADU 
the steam into a bucket is an injury- Valve Steam Blow the floor at the steam line going into going into the Conversion 
likely situation. Also, having that much Down the calciner. This will allow the steam Calciner 
water on top of the Fitzmill enclosure to go into the ca lciner or be blown 

is not a good practice. down to a cream can. Add a ball valve 

between the superheater and the 

three-way valve, and add a globe 

valve in the blowdown line 

downstream of the three-way valve to 

throttle blow down. Also insta ll a 1/2" 

316SS flexhose (12" length) on the end 

of the blowdown line to allow a cream 

can to be moved beneath the 

blowdown line. Reference CCF# 11523 

and CCF# 12368 for same 

modifications for Line 5. 

The ITR is attached. 
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11649 The current method of blowing down Line 3 Three-Way Install a three-way valve and a pipe to Line 3 Steam Line ISA-03 ADU 

the steam into a bucket is an injury- Valve Steam Blow the floor at the steam line going into going into the Conversion 

likely situation. Also, having that much Down the calciner. This will allow the steam Calciner 

water on top of the Fitzmi ll enclosure to go into the ca lciner or be blown 

is not a good practice. down to a cream can . Add a ball valve 

between the superheater and the 

three-way valve, and add a globe 

valve in the blowdown line 

downstream of the three-way valve to 

throttle blow down. Also insta ll a 1/2" 

316SS flexhose (12" length) on the end 

of the blowdown line to allow a cream 

ca n to be moved beneath the 

blowdown line. Reference CCF# 11523 

and CCF# 12368 for same 

modifications for Line 5. 

The ITR is attached. 
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11650 The current method of blowing down Line 4 Three-Way Install a three-way valve and a pipe to Line 4 Steam Line ISA-03 ADU 
the steam into a bucket is an injury- Valve Steam Blow the floor at the steam line going into going into the Conversion 
likely situation. Also, having that much Down the ca lciner. This will allow the steam Calciner 

water on top of the Fitzmill enclosure to go into the ca lciner or be blown 

is not a good practice. down to a cream can . Add a ball valve 

between the superheater and the 

three-way valve, and add a globe 

valve in the blowdown line 

downstream of the three-way valve to 

throttle blow down. Also install a 1/2" 

316SS flexhose (12" length) on the end 

of the blowdown line to allow a cream 

can to be moved beneath the 

blowdown line. Reference CCF# 11523 

and CCF# 12368 for same 

modifications for Line 5. 

The ITR is attached. 

11651 The pilot flame and stack setup is Thermal Stability Install the pilot stack including starter Thermal Stabi lity ISA-08 Pelleting 

unreliable and dilapidated. The system Pilot Stack Change used on thermal stability furnaces 4-6 Bank 'A' (Chambers 

is not setup for reliable operation, on furnaces 1-3. Ref 361F21EL01:04 1- 3) 
often resulting in failed 'runs.' The (block E2). 

current system also requires a flint to 

start the flame, which is a safety Pilot Stack: Mapcon # 105440 

hazard. Transformer: Mapcon # 105442 
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11652 NumaLogic PLC is obsolete. Replace Hot Oi l 4 Replace Hot Oil 4 System NumaLogic Hot Oil System 4 ISA-03 ADU 

System NumaLogic PLC with Common Servi ces BPCS. Conversion 

PLC with Common 

Services BPCS The functionality of SSCs ADUHOS-

407, ADUHOS-902, and ADUHOS-909 

will not change, but wiring associated 

with these will be modified . 

See Reference Document 

PSEDoc0000666 for specific 

information. 

11654 The existing pump has only been in Replace P-14B with A Replace P-14B with A Model LF3196 URRS Tank Farm ISA-06 

service for 4 years and is showing Model LF3196 Pump pump. Chemicals 

evidence of severe cavitaion and Receipt, 

corrosion. Thi LF3196 is made of 316SS Handling and 

and is better designed for low flows Storage 

with a high discharge head. 

It will fit in the current foot print with 

minimum piping modification. 

11655 Operators unable to see controls Argon/Helium and Replace and relocate helium and Tube Prep line 9 Clean Side Rod 

clearly and to also standardi ze Vacuum Free argon flow controls for girth welder 1 Area 

controls across plant. There are also controls replaced and 2 on line 9, to include relocating 

safety concerns when trying to reach and relocated vacuum free flow control. 

controls. 

11656 Line is obsolete. Aqueous ammon ia is Demo Old Truck Demo old aqueous ammonia truck URRS - Tank Farm ISA-06 Chemica l 

now received to the T-9 tank. Unload Line to T-3 unload line to T-3. After the line is Receipt and 

removed, the existing line it ties into is Storage 

a 01 water feed line. 
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11661 Installation here will allow off-line Line 6 RCCA Top End This project is for insta lling the new Non-Fuel Line 7 Clean Side Rod 

testing of QA-007 and QA-004 to be Plugger Test Location Line 6 RCCA top end plugger in Non- Area 
completed without production Utilities tie ins. Fuel by the old Line 7 for testing and 

interrupti on. All qualification will be qualification purposes. The Project 

done off-line. consists of repiping connections to an 

existing Helium low pressure line, 

repiping the area plant air to insta ll 

tees for access, and a equipment 

layout update in the area. Once 

completed, the utility taps will remain 

but will be capped, and the layout 

drawing updated to show final new 

location of equipment. 

11662 This is a safety concern. The heater Non Fuel Heat Shrink Add a cover around the heat sh ink Non Fuel Heat Components 
needs to be covered to ensure no Station heater t o ensure that no one can get Sh rink Station 
injury occurs. there hand close to the heater. 

Sketch of M akrolon GP sheets and 

how they will be insta lled are 

attached. Also, file with Makrolon GP 

sheet specifications is attached. 

11663 There was an injury with material Non Fuel Lathe Insta ll a permanent lathe guard on Non Fuel Rework Clean Side Rod 
getting in an operator's eye from using Guarding both Non Fuel Lathes. Suggestion of lathes inside and Area 
the lathe. There are currently guard to use is Flexbar Lathe Guard outside WABA 
temporary guards installed, but these Model No.1306l. This guard is 

need to be replaced with a permanent currently used in the Tool Room. 

guard. Information on suggested 

guard is attached. 

11670 Per committment from ACA 09-183- Install Spring Loaded Insta ll spring loaded valves on the high Line 5 V-506 ISA-03 ADU 

COOl a spring loaded valve should be Valves and low side pressure tap on the V- Conversion 
insta lled on both sides of the level 506 column. 

transmitter to ensure accurate level 

indication at all times. 
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11672 Installation of this valve will allow the InstaIl1/2-inch Ball Install a 1/2-inch ball valve with South of Q Tanks ISA-03 ADU 

line to be drained directly into a Valve in DI capped connection (for water hose) in Near Q Tank Filters Conversion 

container when checking the Water/Nitric Acid the DI Water/Nitric Acid line 

flowmeter, instead of requiring a line Line downstream of FQI-116A. 

break each time. 

11674 This issue henders Cut a camera view in On ADU Rod line 2 safety covers ADU Rod line 2 ISA-lO ADU 

production,operator continously have lexan safety covers hender first t ime reads from barcode Rods 

to reposition rod for camera to read cameras. The covers are made of 

bacode on rods. lexan that produces a glare for 

cameras while trying to read 

barcodes. 

11676 The former recirculation pump Contaminated Sump Rebu ild the contam inated sump Contaminated Grounds 

discharge line corroded to the point of Recirculation Pump recirculation pump P-1124R discharge Sump 

failure. SS is the material of cho ice Discharge Line line in Stainless Steel. 

according to FSS-03-40, plant 

specification for above ground 

contam inated waste. 

11678 Currently if there is loss of Vdc or Vibrator Bed Rod With this CCF we will be replacing the Vibrator Beds on ISA-lO ADU 

sensor failure, the signa l clear to Present Sensor trough beam sensor receiver that Rod Lines 1-4 Rods 

transfer will be present at the PLC at Replacement detects rods being clear to transfer at 

all times. This means if rods are not the Vibrator Beds on Rod Lines 1-4. 

clear to transfer, we cou ld potentially We will replace the cu rrent Dark 

crash rods. Operate Receiver with a Light Operate 
Receiver. What changes, is how it 

behaves on absence of emitter light 

(ex. blocking/failure/ loss of Vdc), all 
other specs stay the same (i.e. 

Voltage, Pin-out, Range, etc. ). I will 

also have to change every instance of 

the programmed input to its opposite 

depending on how its used in the 

program. 

No wiring changes will take place, and 

No SSe's will be affected. 
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11679 The stobe lights along the roadside are Replace Tank Farm Replace the Ammonia Detector Alarm Ammonia Tank ISA-06 

linked to SSC Chem-921 on Sketch Warning Stobe Lights Strobe Lights that are located on the Farm Chemica ls 

836038-1. The cu rrent light is not edge of the Tank Farm along the road Receipt and 

visible enough to be noticed by a with brighter units. PSEDoc0000583 is St orage 

person or vehicle using the roadway. attached. 

They cou ld potentially pass through a 

hazardous cond ition without warning. 

11680 * Continuous Improvement. Automated Door With this CCF, we will be insta lling an Door Exiting the Grounds 

* Make this location handicap Opener for the Door automated door opener on the Door Dining Room near 

compliant. Exiting the Dining Exiting the Dining Room near Conf Conf 101 

Room near Conf 101 101. 

11682 Furnace 5B is currently being rebuilt. Insta ll 1" fitting in Insta ll a 1" NPT SS coupling with cap in Pelleting Furnace ISA-08 Pelleting 

The insta llation of the 1" port will Furnace 5B Saturator the top cover of furnace 5B saturator 5B 

reduce down time for insta llation of a Tank tank 

future SSC level switch. Insta llation of 

the new SSC level switch will be 

created on a separate CCF. 

11684 Additional UF6 storage has been Insta ll UF6 Pad Insta ll UF6 Pad Annex fencing, gate North west corner ISA-03 ADU 

requested by APS Annex and structura l steel storage racks of old CAA fence Conversion 
line 

11685 To supply power to the new electrica l UF6 pad annex CCF to address attributes of the UF6 North West corner ISA-03 ADU 

gate insta lled with the UF6 pad annex (safeguards) pad annex related to physical of old CAA fence Conversion 

upgrade protection line 
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11686 It is a potential safety hazard to QC lab step-off pad Refer to attached draft mock-up of QC chem lab. ISA-18 

continue current practice of changing cha nges to QC lab to make this area a Laboratories 

shoes in the doorway between the QC step off pad for QC technicians. 

lab and conversion. Th is new step off 

pad will allow for QC techs to change 1) Move Pellet crusher. Insta ll new 

shoes safely. ventilation to facilitate this. 

Also, extra equipment/furniture is 2) Remove extra tables and cabinets 

being removed to simplify the work per mock-up 

flow in the lab. 3) Move comparator. 

4) Insta ll new shoe racks. 

This effort is also part of a larger effort 5) Insta ll bench. 

to make the chem lab an intermediate 6) Remove shoe rack from conversion 

clean area. hall. 

7) Reverse hinges on QC lab door to 

conversion. 

8) Remove door between QC lab 

rooms 

9) Insta ll hand/foot frisker 

10) Insta ll monitor arms in 

appropriate locations. 

Modify appropriate arrangement 
drawings and ventilation drawings. 

11688 Current Westinghouse VFD has fai led, Replace Fan 1008A Replace the Westinghouse VFD with Fan 1008A on the ISA-Ol Plant 

it is obsolete and unrepairable. Variable Freq. Drive an ABB VFD. Roof Ventilation 

(VFD) System 

Demotion was due to changes made 
on the contro l wiring. 24VDC was 

routed to drive for run indication for 

other devices, see C2 for 360F19EL03 

sht5 
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11689 The existing hopper suffers from stress Hopper replacement Replace the hopper on dust collector ADU Line 2 ISA-Ol Plant 

fractures around the vibrator mount. on FL-250 Dust FL-250 on Conversion Line #2. This Ventilation 

Collector on new hopper will be designed with a System 

Conversion Line #2 reinforced vibrator mounting bracket. 

Th is hopper is equ ipped with two level 

probes, both of which are IROF's. 

(VENT-CON-10l & VENT-CON 114 

Sketch RA-108-9) 

11690 Recent changes made to the area can Non-Fuel Storage Add a flexible dust cover for the rear CFFF, Non-fuel Rod Clean Side Rod 

potentially expose the open end of the Rack Dust Cover of the in-process storage rack in the Production Area 

tube to air born contaminants. Addition non-fuel production area. 

11691 During URENCO Audit UQS Change Cylinder Change cylinder recertification UF6 Cylinder ISA-09 UF6 

1565/10/Rfm, URENCO questioned Recertification vacuum pump oil from Halocarbon 56 Recertification Cylinder Wash 

the safety basis for our use of Vacuum Pump Oil to Fomblin Y25/6. 

Halocarbon 56 and recommended 

useing Fomblin instead. This was 

documented in CAPS Issue #10-337-

C007. We use this oil in a pump to 

pull a vacuum on clean, empty UF6 

cylinders at recertification . 

Halocarbon 56 is 
Polychlorotrifluoroethylene. Fomblin 

is Propene, 1,1,2,3,3,3-hexafluoro, 

oxidized, polymerized or 

polytetrafluoroethylene. The 

Halocarbon cou ld potentially react 

and form an all fluorine version (F is 

more electronegative than CI ). 
Therefore Halocarbon 56 is not as 

stable as the all fluorine compou nd 

Fomblin in the presence of a very 

strong fluorinating agent such as UF6. 
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11693 Organization Pa llet racks Insta ll 4 pallet racks in the sh ipping Shipping and Grounds 

and receiving area to store parts. Receiving area 

11694 Centac #1 suffers a failed pinion 300 HP Rental Air Disconnect Centac #1 Air Compressor Centac Air Grounds 
impeller assembly. Compressor and connect a 300 HP oil free renta l Compressor Room 
This rental air compressor will be on compressor to the plant air header. 
standby until the Centac #1 is either 

repaired or replaced. 

11695 This project needs to be done to fulfill Implement new level New Hi level alarms and High High Q-Tanks ISA-03 ADU 
a commitment made to NRC. interlocks for the level interlocks will be implemented Conversion 

ADU V-216 Q-Tanks for the ADU V-216 Q-Tanks. The level 

transmitters for the implementation 

of the new functionality was insta lled 

as part of CCF 11614. 

When 85% level is reached in the on-

line Q-Tanks all the six (6) Q-Tank 

pumps will be turned off. Tthis 

functionality will be implemented in 

the Common services Experion SPCS 

system. This functionality is not a 

Safety Significant Control. 

When 95% level is reached in the on-

line Q-Tanks all the six (6) Q-Tank 

pumps will be turned off. (additional 

contactors will be added to implement 
this).This functionality will be 

implemented in the Common servi ces 

Safety PLC system. Although this 

functionality will be implemented in 

the Safety PLC system, this is not a 

Safety Significant Control. 

Note: This CCF was demoted due to 
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11696 This is required to meet a commitment Implement new level New Hi level alarms and High High Q-Tanks ISA-03 ADU 

made to NRC. interlocks for the level interlocks will be implemented Conversion 

ADU V-116A/B/C Q- for the ADU V-116A/B/C Tanks. The 

Tanks level transmitters for the 

implementation of the new 
functionality were insta lled as part of 

CCF 11721. 

When 95% level is reached in anyone 

or more of the on-line V-116A/B/C Q-

Tanks, all the six (6) Q-Tank pumps will 

be turned Off. Th is functionality will 

be implemented in the Common 

services Safety PLC system. Although 

this functiona lity will be implemented 

in the Safety PLC system, this is not a 

Safety Significant Control. 

11701 Delrin is harder and has more of a Line 4 plastic arms Change walking beam support ADU Rod Line 4 ISA-10 ADU 

tendency to mark tubes material to Nylon Rods 

11702 CFFF 2008 aqueous ammonia PHA Return ofT-41 to T- Disconnect the off- spec aqueous URRS Ammonia ISA-06 

recommendation #21 recommended 1107, 1108, and T- ammonia piping from T-41 to T-1107, Recovery Chemicals 

isolating T-41 from T-1107, 1108, 1175 1175 1108, and 1175, and add a drain valve Receipt and 

to remove the 3 tanks from the on the bottom of the piping manifold. Storage 

"covered" process system (CAPs 
commitment 09-111-C007.06). 
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11704 The existing Vari-Watt POS controller Replacement SCR The existing SCR controller for the IFBA Coater 6 ISA-14IFBA 
is no longer available. Controller for Coater IFBA Coater skids is obsolete. Th is CCF Processing 

Skids will be used to change out the 

controller on Coater #6 for a test. 

After proving that the new model 

controller (LM-2) works successfully 

the LM-2 controller will replace the 

Vari-Watt POS in the storeroom 

(MAPCON# 272103). 

11705 01 water replacement project 01 water tank pump The existing pump for 01 water tank 01 water tank 1365 Grounds 

1365 will be move to a new bucket. 

11707 The new inputs can be tested and Connection of Inputs This will bring the new PLC inputs QC Final Inspection ISA-lOAOU 

program logic verified without for C7-C13 Walking online for monitoring and program Area Rods 

disruption to operations since no Beams and testing. 

outputs or other controls will be Conveyors 

changed. 

This effort will allow final cut-over to 

be accomplished in a shorter time 

frame. 

11708 The new inputs can be tested and Connection of Inputs This will bring the new PLC inputs QC Final Inspection ISA-lO AOU 

program logic verified without for 17-H1 Walking online for monitoring and program Area Rods 
disruption to operations since no Beams and testing. 

outputs or other controls will be Conveyors 

changed. 
This effort will allow final cut-over to 

be accomplished in a shorter time 

frame. 

11710 Tretter and Strahman va lves are made Conversion area Allow the use of Tretter or Strahman Line 1,2,3 & 4 ISA-03 AOU 
of the same material and internal are sampl ing valves sampling valves on the V-X02 co lumns Conversion 
interchangable. The Tretter valves 

have a more robust piston stem which 

is the main cause of failure on the 
strahman valves. 
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11711 New switch is more robust than the Move sensor to new On ADU Rod Line 1, move sensor for ADU Rod Line 1 ISA-lO ADU 
previous design and has been t ested transfer switch and input 91 to new rod transfer prox. Rods 
mechanically on the line for weeks to demo. the old one switch and demo. old switch. 

check for any problems. on line 1 

11713 The ultrasonic Cleaner is no longer Eliminate Ultrasonic In the Tool and Gage Room, replace Tool and Gage Clean Side Rod 

needed Cleaner the ultrasonic cleaner and sink with a Area 

combination SS Table/Sink. 

11715 More reliable, availab le replacement Replace existing Rod Replace the existing switch that uses a ADU Rod Line 2 ISA-lO ADU 

parts. Transfer Prox Switch mechanically actuated limit switch Rods 

with new design on with the more robust mechanical 

Rod Line 2 design and a prox. switch. 

11716 More reliab le, available replacement Replace existing Rod Replace the existing switch that uses a ADU Rod Line 3 ISA-lOADU 

parts. Transfer Prox Switch mechanically actuated limit switch Rods 

with new design on with the more robust mechanica l 

Rod Line 3 design and a prox. switch . 

Correct drawings to reflect current 

state of equ ipment. 

11717 More reliable, available replacement Replace existing Rod Replace the existing switch that uses a ADU Rod Line 4 ISA-lO ADU 

parts. Transfer Prox Switch mechanically actuated limit switch Rods 

with new design on with the more robust mechanical 

Rod Line 4 design and a prox. switch. 

Correct drawings to reflect current 

state of equipment. 

11718 The Ra il Fixtures require access from Modify IFBA Unload Modify shelf per drawings IFBA loading ISA-14 IFBA 

the end of the fixture to push pellets Shelf Frame 816F01EQ21 Sheets 4 and 8. station Processing 

out onto the fan block. The tray 

support mount interferes with end 

access to the Rai l Fixture. 
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11719 Personnel cannot hear the critica lity Respirator Cleaning Insta ll one critical ity alarm horn in the Respirator Cleaning Grounds 

alarm horn Facility Criti ca lity respi rator cleaning facility. The new Faclity 

Alarm Horn horn will be connected to existing 

horn loop for stations 14 and 17. 

11720 Currently we have no spare parts for Controls upgrade on Replace the existing Dwyer/Love Oxide Coater II Clean Side Rod 

the Dwyer/Love controller. Oxide Coaterll Heat temperature controller on Oxide Heat Exchanger Area 

Honeywell UDC is the Westinghouse Exchanger Coater II Heat Exchanger with a 

standard Loop controller. Honeywell UDC; and add an on/off 

switch to the Heat Exchanger water 

The heater on/off switch will allow us heaters. 

to troubleshoot the system without 

removing the wires. 

11721 These new level transmitters will be Install New Level Insta ll new level transmitters on Q- ADU Conversion ISA-03 ADU 

part of a new high level interlock. Transmitters on Q- Tanks V-116A, V-116B and V-116C Area Q-Tanks Conversion 

Tanks V-116A, V- along with a modified flushing 

116B & V-116C connection ring. The flushing 

connection ring is being modified 

under CCF # 11635. This CCF will 

cover the mechanical insta llation of 
the new level transmitters and the 
modified flushing connection rings 

on ly. The electrica l portion of the new 

insta llation will be covered by a 

separate CCF. 

11722 Slight risk for operator safety at APVIS Guard Revis ion Revise tray stops at Tray Loading At tray Loading ISA-14 IFBA 

conveyor belt in vicinity of tray stop. Station to eliminate possible inrunning Station Processing 

pinch area at conveyor belt. 
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11723 1. CFFF 2008 aqueous ammonia PHA Return T-41, 1110, Modify the piping outside of St ill 1 URRS Outside / Grounds 

recommendation #21 recommended and 1111 to T-1140 west wa ll to allow T-41, 1110 and Stills 

piping T-41 to T-1140 and isolating it T- for reprocessing 1111 to be t ransferred back to T-1140 

1107, 1108, 1175 to remove the 3 for reprocessing. This includes 

ta nks from the "covered " process disconnecting the unused li ne from T-

system (CAPs com mitment 09-111- 1187/ 1189 to T-1140, and tying in the 

C007.06). new li ne from T-41/1110/1111. 

2. This will also allow T-1110 and 1111 

to be reprocessed t hrough t he Stills in 

case of a process upset. 
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11724 These milling machines are obsolete. Disconnect and Disconnect and remove the following Tool Room, Near Clean Side Rod 
New machines have tighter tolerances. Remove Six Milling six (6) Milling Machines, which are Column B-11, Area 

Also, space is needed for the new Machines from the located in the Tool Room: M echan ica l Side 
RCCA Automatic Lathe. Tool Room 

1. Tool/Mapcon # 63789 

Kearney and Trecker Milling 

Machine. 

Milwaukee Model 307 S-12. 

Fed from BD 9C-1SC. 

2. Tool/Mapcon #63774 

Bridgeport Mill. #J233922. 

Fed from BD 9B-15B. 

(This mill may be relocated to 

the Chemica l Area, by another 

CCF, later.) 

3. Tool/Mapcon #68709 

Supermax Milling Machine 1 

Model YC-209 (1989) 

Fed from BD 9B-15B. 

4. Tool/Mapcon # 63784 
WEBB Milling Machine. 

Mode12VH. (1985) 

Fed from BE 9B-15B. 
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11725 The purpose of the strainers is to Modify P-216A & P- Modify the acid wash/liquid scrap South of the V- ISA-03 ADU 

remove any so lid materials that cou ld 216B Discharge Lines lines at the discharge of both P-216A 216x Q-Tanks Conversion 
interfere with the operation of the & P-216B. 

meters. The f lush line will allow the 

strainers to be flushed to a cream can At P-216A, make the following 

or pail to remove any so lids co llected modifications: 

in the stra iner without physically 1. Insta ll a 1" 316 Sta inless Steel Y 
removing the screen from the stra iner. Strainer with 300# flanged 
The new 1" ba ll valves above the drain connections above the 1" block valve. 

line spool pieces is to allow the line to Refer to attachment "Strainer 

be blocked when not in use to prevent Info. pdf" for strainer details. 

potential backflow of solids into the 2. Insta ll a 1/2" flush line from the 

meters. The new meter at P-216A and strainer with a 1/2" ball valve 
the new drain line at P-216B will (screwed connections) and screwed 

eliminate the need to switch FQI-216B end connection. The flush line will run 

and the P-216A spool piece with drain down to approximately 3 ft. from the 

line when volume checking the V-216x floor. 

tanks per COP-810705. 3. Insta ll a turbine flowmeter FQI-

216A (with flanged connections) 

above the stra iner. This flowmeter 

will be the same as insta lled at the 

discharge of P-216B per CCF # 11665. 

Refer to attachments "Meter 
Electronics Manual.pdf" and "Meter 

Info. pdf" for detailed information on 

the new fl owmeter. 

4. Extend the drain line down severa l 
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11726 The existing alarm check is obsolete Alarm Check Valve Replace the leaking alarm check valve Fire Protection / Grounds 

and leaking. Replacement on Riser system "B" of the Fire Sprinkler System, 

Protection and Sprinkler System with Bid & Grds 

an up to date alarm check valve. The 

new alarm check, rated for 300 pSi, is 

UL and FM approved. 

This new alarm check will be mounted 

~ 8 feet higher than the obsolete 

check in order to position it above 

TPBar, instead of inside TP Bar. 

12001 Add a sensor that will cut the power in Lexan guard line #3 Replace existing guard at rope cleaner ADU Rod Line 3 ISA-10 ADU 

that area of the line when guard is with one that is pinned and can be Rods 

removed. moved out of the way when working 

on the equipment. 

12002 Add a sensor that will cut the power in Lexan guard line #4 Replace existing guard at rope cleaner ADU Rod Line 4 ISA-lO ADU 

that area of the line when guard is with one that is pinned and can be Rods 

removed. moved out of the way when working 

on the equ ipment. 

12003 Keep operator from having to walk Line 1 tray loader Add controls for starting and stopping ADU Rod Line 1 ISA-lO ADU 

around the machine to load trays, additional contro ls the ADU #1 Tray Loader on the exit Rods 
they will be able to load them from side of the machine, to facilitate 
the window. operating the tray loader from both 

sides of the machine. 

12004 The old saw was inadequate and a Insta llation of Cut Off Insta llation of New Cut-Off Saw in the Mechanica l Side ISA-18 

new saw was se lected, but had Saw in Met Lab Met Lab Met Lab Laboratories 

different power requirements. 
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12005 This system update came as a Simplex System With this CCF, we will be contracting Plant Wide Grounds 

necessary fix from Simplex Grinell, our Firmware Upgrade Simplex Grinnell to do a system 

system service provider to: firmware update. 

* unecessary network traffic to speed 
up panel response time Currently the software on the Fire 

* resolve the issue of some speaker Alarm System is old and needs to be 

circuits not coming on when being upgraded. We have experienced 

ca lled for times when some of the speaker 

* bring our system up to current rev circuits did not activate when an 

levels as our system is several revisions announcement needed to be made. 

behind. 

No Dwg changes will be necessary. 

12006 For proper machining Decanter Feed End 1. To change mounting slots ADU Conversion ISA-03 ADU 

and Discharge End dimension from 18 mm to 23 mm on Lines Conversion 

Bearing Housing both feed end and discharge end 

Revision bearing housing drawings. 

2. To add note to show 5 mm offset 

center for clarity on the feed end 

bearing housing drawing. 

12008 The current pad is sl ightly out of Lift Pad Replacement Replace a current section of lift pads CFFF,IFBA ISA-12 IFBA Fuel 

alignment with the other pads on that on the line 5 walking beam with pads Dryroom, Walking Rod 

same section of walking beam but has that provide a bit adjustment. Beam Manufacturing 

no adjustment to correct this issue. 

This can cause some mishandling 

issues with the rods and might result 
in damage to the rod cladding. 

12009 This change will add a flanged add flange to hot oi l On the discharge manifold of the hot hot oi l system 3 ISA-03 ADU 

connection between the pumps and system 3 oil system 3 pumps, there is only a Conversion 

heaters to prevent having to weld in welded connection before the 

the hot oil room if this section needs heaters. Add a flange in this area. 

to be removed again. 
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12010 A loss of power to the solenoid during Change Fan 961 Change relay logic for Fa n 961 system Fan 961 for ISA-01 Plant 

running of the fan will cause the inlet Logic to "Fail Safe" 1A to fail safe on the inlet damper. ventilation of the Venti lation 

valve to shut. conversion area System 

12012 The latest version of Moore THZ Substitute power Substitute Siemens 6EPl-353-2BAOO Furnace 1A control ISA-08 Pelleting 

temperature transmitters requ ire a supply 1A furnace 40 volt power supply for existing 28 panel 

higher voltage than the earlier volt power supply for temperature 

versions. transmitters on 1A sintering furnace. 

This substitution has been successfu lly 

implemented on 5A & 5B furnaces. 

12013 Needs updating and better Medical Area Remodel medica l area . Medica l Grounds 

arrangement for urine sampling. Rearrangement 

12014 This is needed to keep FME out of cart Tube Cart lid In Tube Prep tube carts lids leave an Tube Prep Clean Side Rod 

while lid is closed with product inside opening between lid and cart with lid mechanical side Area 

cart. in the closed position.The lids needs 

an angle piece of sta inless to close 

open ing when lid is in the closed 

position. 

12015 Our current flow meter has a 0 - 25 Install New Insta ll new rotormeter assembly on Sulfur Dioxide Gas Grounds 

Ib/day sca le. The sca le is to large to Rotormeter su lfur Cylinder Supply System. Su lfur Cylinder Storage at 

accurately apply the small dose Assembly on S02 dioxide is applied in the weir box at Final Aerator 

needed. This CCF will utilize the same Cylinder Supply the Round Tank T-1116 to 

style rotormeter with a 0 to 3 Ib/day System dechlorinate our the contents that are 

scale. then discharged to the Congaree 

River. 
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12016 Existing unit has failed and spare parts Substitute Obsolete Substitute Obsolete Efector model Mop Water system ISA-14IFBA 

are no longer avai lable (obsolete). Flow Switch on IFBA SR0100 Flow Switch with a VS3000 in IFBA Scrap Area Processing 

Mop Water System unit . The probe will also be changed 

to a compatible Stainless Steel probe 

(model SF5300). Both of these parts 

are cu rrently in use in the plant and 

are set up in the stroeroom (stock# 

298138 and 298001)The function of 

the switch is to shut down the mop 

water pump on low flow. 

12017 1 It is not needed. Chem Lab 2nd Remove the shelf in the 2nd moisture Outside the ISA-18 

2 It accumulates powder, and is very Moisture Sampling hood Chemica l Laboratories 

difficult to clean. Hood Shelf Removal laboratory by 

3 It blocks light for the work area. Conversion Line 4. 

4 It takes up space, making the work 

area more congested. 

12018 The existing level switches are used for Insta ll level probes Replace existing point level switches ADU Conversion ISA-02 Uranyl 

agitator control and are no longer for UN Storage Tanks LSH-1039, LSH-1040, LSH-1041, LSH- Nitrite Bu lk 

needed. The new probes will be used 1042, LSH-1043, and LSH-1045 with Storage Tanks 

for a future implementation of an Sse. new switches LSHH-S-1039, LSHH-S-

1040, LSHH-S-1041, LSHH-S-1042, 

LSHH-S-1043, and LSHH-S-I045. 

See white paper PSEDOCO000308 for 

implementation details. 
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12019 The existing failed valve assemblies are Upgrade Water This CCF will allow the primary and Boiler House #2 Grounds 

obsolete. The Task Master III series are Softener secondary valve assembl ies and 
the factory recommended controller on the Water Softener Skid 

replacement assemblies. located in Boiler Room #2 to be 

upgraded to the new stain less steel 

Task Master III series valve assemblies 

with contro ller. These parts will be 

provided by the OEM (Water King). 

CCF was demoted because: 

The new OEM valve assembly 

controller required wiring changes 

thereby requiring electrical drawings. 

Two "EL" drawings are now attached 

to the CCF. 

12021 New switch block is just a little bit Add additional Add approx. an additional 1/8" to the Line 4 loading ISA-10 ADU 

short to assure that the table will not length to Rod transfer switch block. transfer Rods 

transfer with 1 rod next to the rope Transfer Switch Block 

cleaner lifters. on line 4 

12022 The will serve as clean out sump to Install Clean Out Excavate at 2 x 2 x 1.5 ft cavity in the North and South Grounds 
route material to a low point to pump Sumps in North and North and South Lagoon . Lagoon 
out of the lagoon. South Lagoon 

The cavity will be dug after operations 

has cleaned the solids out of the 

lagoon. The sump will be lined with 

the rest of the lagoon in 80ml HDPE. 
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12023 The current hypalon line is believed to Install 80 mil HDPE Install 80 mil Textured HDPE liner in North and South Grounds 

be leaking. It cannot be repaired. liner in North and North and South Lagoon. Lagoons 

HDPE is chemica lly compatible with South Lagoon 

our product and can be repaired. It 

will also have a sl ip resistant texture 

which will ass ist with personel not 

losing footing while around or in the 

lagoon. 

12025 Clean up piping and help with the Modify Piping On V- This CCF would remove the 2" V-512 Column ISA-03 ADU 

alignment of the V-512A pump. 512 diameter section of the pipe and the Conversion 

insert where a flow switch was 

located. 

12027 Reference CAPS Issue # 12-004-C010 .. . Transfer of Radio Transfer of Radio Repeater System Mechanical Side Grounds 

Justification of having Radio Repeater Repeater System to from Emergency Power to UPS Power Phone Cabinet 

Available during brownouts and UPS Closet (Outs ide 

blackouts. Emergency Power has a Computer Room) 

time period where no power is 

supplied during a brownout/b lackout 

and the Repeater System would be 

unavailable during that period plus 

reboot time (assuming it automatically 

recovers) 

12028 Removing this reducer will allow the HP Hoffman Modify the discharge pipe on the Chemica l Area Roof ISA-01 Plant 

exhauster to perform as designed. Exhauster Discharge plant atmospheric air sampling system Ventilation 

Pipe by removing the 6" x 4" pipe reducer. System 

This reducer is restricting flow on the 

system, causing the vacuum exhauster 

to surge. 

12031 Lead time,availability and repair time Coater cathode Change 802F13EQ12 sheet 1 BoM for IFBA/FA1 ISA-14IFBA 

of Inconel helicoils helicoil, add 18-8 SST items 56, 57, 59 and 60 to allow 18-8 Processing 

as an option SST helicoils as an option . 
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12033 If the rod jumps from the rollers it can Add sensors to ADU Adding a sensor to sense if the rod has ADU rework lathe ISA-lOADU 

be damaged if the lathe continues to rework lathe jumped out of the rollers while being Rods 
spin. cut. If it senses the rod has jumped 

out it will stop the lathe rotation. 

12034 Sluice valves "A" & "B" are behind the Modify the CAA Modify the CAA boundary fence to Plant Grounds Grounds 

locked security fence. Security must be Fence incorporate the "A" and the "B" spill 

contacted to open the gates to access conta inment sluice valves inside the 

these valves. This creates a temporary CAA. 

security breach of the CAA and 

reduces the potential for timely 

emergency response. 

12035 This issue came up from a safety issue PI drawing from Currently there is no PI drawing from Tube Prep line 9 Grounds 

where operators had to use a ladder plant air to Line 9 line 9 to plant air system. Have a 

to LOTO plant air to line 9. Upon trying drawing made and install two plant air 

to locate a drawing it was discovered lock-out valves to line 9. 

that one did not exist for this line 

being attached to plant air. 

12036 Upgrading all vacuums in the F/A area Addition of a New Tiger Vacuum M odel SS-55-TC(RE), Final Assembly ISA-17 Final 

to explosion proof vacuums has been Tiger Vacuum in F/A which is a wet/dry vacuum, is being Assembly 

requested by the safety engineer. Th is supplied to the F/A area. This 
upgrade provides a safer work explosion proof vacuum is being 
environment. added as requested by the safety 

engineer to upgrade to an explosion 

proOf vacuum for removing process 

water (which contians Zirconium 

Fines) from the CE loader. 

12037 Currently there is no fire detection in Waba Room Fire With this CCF, we will insta ll two Waba Room Grounds 

the Waba Room. Detection Insta llation smoke detectors in the waba room. 
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12038 This will be located close to the Install Eyewash Install an eyewash station outs ide the Outside of the Grounds 

battery recharge station for use per Outside Conversion Conversion Decon Room. The pass- Conversion Decon 

CAPS-10-062 -C009. 06. Decon Room through window for the Decon Room Room 

will be covered with a metal plate and 

the eyewash will be mounted to this 
new plate. 

12039 This set of steps will assure safe access Steps for the "A" Fabricate and install a set of steps Plant Grounds / Grounds 

to the "A" slu ice valve handwheel / sluice valve platform with handrail on the east side of the East Lagoon 

platform. Currently, one has to walk "A" sluice valve contro l structure. 

up a gravel incline to gain access to 

the handwheel. 

12040 This set of steps will assure safe access Steps for the "e" Fabri cate and install a set of steps Plant Grounds / Grounds 

to the "c" sluice valve handwheel / sluice valve platform with handrail on the east side of the East Lagoon 

platform. Currently, one has to walk "e" sluice valve control structure. 

up a gravel incline to gain access to 

the valve actuator. 

12041 As rods traverse the walking beam Line 5 handling Increase the length of the urethane Line 5 walking ISA-12 IFBA Fuel 

prior to the welder section, they get adjustments bridge by 1/2". Add a note to item beam prior to Rod 

stopped on these outgoing pieces. 325 to field fit the outgoing corner to welders Manufacturing 

These changes will allow operations to allow rods to process through the line 

adjust the angle to allow for better without hanging up. 

flow through the line. 

12044 This larger area will enclose the new SCE&G Natural Gas SCE&G Natural Gas Fenced Area Plant Grounds / Grounds 

redundant firm natural gas station. Fenced Area Si te 

Increase the footprint of the fenced 

area around the SCE & G natural gas 

station . This area, located on the 

north side of the switchgear, is 

currently 15 feet x 15 feet. The new 
area will be ~ 30 feet by 30 feet. 

Once the 30 x 30 fence is complete, 

the existing 15 x 15 section of fence 

will be removed . 
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12045 The new automatic shut-off valve is Install New Install a new automatic shut-off valve North Side of the Grounds 

being installed as part of the strategy Automatic Shut-Off in the ammonium hydroxide supply UF6 Bay Wall at 

to prevent overflow of the Q-Tanks. Valve in Ammonium line to the ADU Conversion lines prior ADU Conversion 
The new line supplying ammonium Hydroxide Line to Heat Exchanger, HX-1278. This new Line #5 
hydroxide to the Scrap Cage and Supplying ADU shut-off valve will be part of a new 

Fluoride Stripping is required so that Conversion Area interlock that will close the valve and 

ammonium hydroxide will always be stop ammonium hydroxide flow to the 

available to the scrubber systems even ADU Conversion lines whenever a high 

in the event that the new automatic high level is detected in the Q-Tanks. 
shut-off valve closes. This CCF will also install a new line 

from upstream of the new automatic 

shutoff valve that will tie into the 

existing ammonium hydroxide line 

that supplies the Scrap Cage Area and 

the Fluoride Stripping Area. This CCF 

is for mechanical installation only. 

The controls for the new automatic 

shut-off valve will be installed under a 

separate CCF. 

12046 The new automatic shut-off valve is Install New Install a new automatic shut-off valve DI Water Storage Grounds 
being installed as part of the strategy Automatic Shut-Off in the DI water supply line to DI Water Tank, T-204, Near 
to prevent overflow of the Q-Tanks. Valve in DI Water Storage Tank, T-204. This new shut- ADU Conversion 

Line Supplying DI off valve will be part of a new Line #2 

Water Storage Tank, interlock that will close the valve and 

T-204 stop DI water flow to T-204 whenever 

a high high level is detected in the Q-
Tanks. This CCF is for mechanical 

installation only. The controls for the 
new automatic shut-off valve will be 

installed under a separate CCF. 
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12047 A valve on line five was inadvertantly Insta ll Spring Loaded This CCF is to install spri ng loaded V-x06 Columns ISA-03 AOU 

left open resulting in a spill of UNH. A Valves on V-x06 valves on the low side and high side Conversion 

CAPS committmant was written to pressure taps on the V-x06 columns 

install spring loaded valves on the low on conversion line 1-4. Valves on line 

and high side pressure taps. One CCF 5 were insta lled under CCF-11670. 

has been written to cover four lines 

due to the ability to install all of the 

valves one after another on a single 

sh ift. 

12048 The existing firm natural gas station is New Firm Natura l SCE&G will fabricate and insta ll a Plant Grounds Grounds 
designed with on ly one regulator, a Gas Station redundant natural gas station on the 

single point of failure. The new station firm supply to the CFFF. This station is 

is designed with redundancy, including owned and maintained by SCE&G. 

dual regulators and a bypass loop 

around the meter. 

12050 Required by CSE-99-G Temporary After all rods have been removed from ADU Rod Lines 1-4 ISA-lOAOU 

installation/removal the lines. Rods 
of plastic sheet on 

AOU rod lines Insta ll plastic sheeting over AOU rod 

lines 1-4 to complete work overhead. 

Remove plastic once all overhead 
work is complete. 

12051 The transmitter for the T-9 density Convert 01-9 Integra l Convert 01-9 Integra l Transmitter To A T-9, Ammonia ISA-06 

sensor was insta lled in an unsafe Transmitter To A Remote Transmitter. Hydroxide Storage Chemicals 

location for the technician to properly Remote Transmitter Receipt, 

ca librate and maintain it. The new Handling and 

transmitter will be intalled on ground Storage 
level right in front of the sensor. 

12052 To remove a broad range of In line water filter for Install a general purpose housing with IsoProbe prep ISA-18 

deformable and non-deformable safety eye wash. transparent sump that holds a string room Laboratories 
particles such as sand, slit, sludge, wound gradient density double open 
rust, and sca le from the safety eye end liquid filter cartritge. 
wash water supply. 
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12054 To facilitate subsequent replacement Elimination of PLC- This effort will move the SSCs Chemical Area - ISA-03 ADU 

of obsolete PLC by removing SSCs from related SSCs for Hot identified on sketch 815417-9 from Hot Oil Room Conversion 

its control. Oil System 4 the PLC to be strict ly hardwired. 

Affected SSCs are ADUHOS-407, 

ADUHOS-902, and ADUHOS-909. 

12055 1. Per the cylinder and solenoid 5B Furnace Piping 1. Remove lubricators from door ADU Pelleting ISA-08 Pelleting 

manufacturer, air lubrication is not and Mechanical cylinder air supply lines. Replace OEM ADU Pelleting \ 5B 

required for cylinder and solenoid Modifications regulator with Norgen regu lator(S/R # Sintering Furnace 

operation . Th is also alleviates the 35040). Add Norgren filter(S/R # 

need to maintain lubricators that are 35143) to supply line. See attached 

not easily accessib le. Dilapidated OE M Norgren documents for 

regu lator needs to be replaced. Filter regulator/filter specifications. Ref. CCF 

is needed to prevent debris from 10044, Part 1, CCF 11195, Part 1 & CCF 

entering regulator and solenoids. 11435, Part 1 for similar change. 

2. Provides ability to check natural gas 2. Add pressure gage to natu ral gas 

pressure at an individual furnace. Plug inlet line. See attached McDaniels 

valve is to provide gas pressure document for gage specifications. Add 

iso lation to replace gage when plug valve prior to pressure gage. See 

needed . attached Swagelok document for plug 

valve specifications. Ref. CCF 10044, 

3. Provide method to relieve pressure Part 2, CCF 11195, Part 2 & CCF 11435, 
from door supply line for LOTO. Part 2 for simi lar change. 

4. Provide method to tie-in ca librated 3. Add valve to door cylinder air 

gage to verify proper magnehelic gage supply line. See attached Jamesbury 

reading. document for valve specifications. Ref. 

CCF 10044, Part 3, CCF 11195, Part 3 & 
5. Provide improved viewing of main CCF 11435, Part 3 for similar change. 

pusher operation. 

4. Add port t o entrance and exit end 

6. Proper fit in packing gland. Size furnace pressure monitoring lines. Ref. 
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12056 The JMS 15128 thermocouple was a 5B Sintering Furnace Change 5B Sintering Furnace, Zone 3 ADU Pelleting \ 5B ISA-08 Pelleting 
prototype substitution for the Nanmac Thermocouple thermocouple from JMS 15128 to Sintering Furnace 
thermocouple. The JMS thermocouple Replacement Nanmac A12A-3-48-C-DPX-10HF. 

longevity, stabi lity and fracture 

resistance of the ceramic casing were 

not substantia lly improved to warrent 

continued use. Therefore, the JMS 

thermocouple is being replaced with 

the original Nanmac thermocouple. 

This will standardize the thermocouple 

with the Zone 1 & 2 thermocouples 

and the thermocouples installed on 

the 1A-C, 2A, 2C, 3A, 4A, 4C & SA 

furnaces . 

12062 Safety eye wash stations Add 3 eyewash stations to QC rod pope 10-F, gamma Clean Side Rod 

inspection area scanner 4, dark Area 

room 
12063 Current location causes inaccurate Relocate Relocate Temperature Probe for co ld Mechanical Cooling Grounds 

readings Temperature Probe well on Mech. Cooling Tower. Tower Cold Well 
on Mech. Cooling 

Tower 

12064 The water gauge on the 1A Sintering ADU Sintering Insta ll a commercially avai lable, metal ADU Pelleting \ 1A ISA-08 Pelleting 

Furnace Saturator is unprotected and Furnace Saturator protector on the 1A Sintering Furnace Sintering Furnace 
thus, susceptible to breakage. The Water Gauge Saturator water gauge. 
new brass protector will mitigate the Protector 
chance of breakage of the exposed See attached file for details on the 
water gauge. Ref. CAPS issue 11-222- water gauge protector. 
C006. 

Note: The Satu rator on 1A is an OEM 

device. To my knowlege, there are no 

drawings in Matrix to be modified to 

depict the water gauge protector. 
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12065 Ergonomics. Currently, an operator Line 1 R53 Press Insta ll needle valve on air supply line ADU Pelleting \ ISA-08 Pelleting 

has to bend low to cha nge the Vi bra-Fluid Feeder to Vibra-Fluid Feeder air motor. Line 1 R53 Press 
pressure to increase/decrease the Air Motor Control 

speed of the air motor. The operation Valve Insta llation 
of the air motor is not readily visible 

when bent over to make the 

adjustment. Therefore, adjustment is 

often an iterative process. The new 

flow control valve is positioned such 

that the operator can easily change 

speeds w/o having to change positions 

and can observe the speed change 

while operating the valve. 

12066 This has been identified as a potential Allow use of Allow use of conventional nut in place URRS ISA-07 Solvent 
safety improvement. conventional nut in of eye nut for filter housing closure. Extraction 

place of eye nut for Cartridge filter housings are provideed 

filter housing closure with eye nuts and also conventional 

nuts for closure (there is currently a 

mix in the area) - there is a desire to 

switch over all of our housings to 

conventional nuts. See attached 
picture to see typica l filter housing 

with eye nut closure. 

12067 Flow controls change needed to make Argon/Helium Flow Change Argon and Helium flow ADU Rod line #1 ISA-10 ADU 
standard with all Girth Welders rod Control Change controls at girth welder on rod line #1 Rods 
processing lines in ADU Rods. 

12068 The last time this equ ipment was used Non-Fuel Line 7 This project is for the removal of the Line 7 Welder Clean Side Rod 
was sometine in 2008. The Line has Welder Removal existing Non-Fuel Line 7 Welder. Area 

been replaced with the new 

automated Th imble Line. 
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12069 Flow controls change needed to make Argon/Helium Flow Change Argon and Helium fl ow ADU Rod line #3 ISA-lOADU 

standard wit h all Girth Welders Control Change controls at Girth Welder on ADU Rod Rods 

processing li nes in ADU Rods. li ne #3. 

12070 Flow Control change needed to make Argon/Helium Flow Change Argon Helium f low cont ro ls at ADU rod line #2 ISA-lO ADU 

standard wi th all Girth Welders rod Control Change Girth Welder on li ne 2. Rods 

processing lines in ADU Rods. 

12072 Fractional HP motors are commonly Update Procedure Update Procedure MCP-202174 to M CP- Grounds 

obsolete and change model numbers. MCP-202174 to include f ractional horespower AC 20217 4Su bstitution 

This will allow us to make "like kind " include AC Motors Motors and gearmotors procedure update 

substitutions via the definit ions in the 

procedure. 

12073 This style va lve is not adequate for Remove Sluice Gate Remove Sluice Gate Va lve on Sout h Sout h Lagoon Grounds 

isolation or f low control and is always Valve on South Lagoon M anual Discharge Line 

left open . There is a ball va lve Lagoon Manual 

adj acent to t his valve t hat operations Discharge Line 

uses for isolation and f low cont rol. 

The handle of t his va lve is in the 

middle of the South Lagoon pump 

platform and is a tri p hazard. 

12074 For safety purposes to avoid any Cap installation on T- To install a cap on t he T-1380 (Cold ADU Conversion ISA-03 ADU 

exposure to hot gases or oil. 1380 vent line Sea l Tank) vent line. This t ank is part Hot Oil Room Conversion 

of t he Hot Oil System 3 in the ADU 
Conversion area. 

12075 The rod out t ool has not performed as Remove Auto-Rod Demo auto-rod out t oo l on CL4. Conversion Line 4 ISA-03 ADU 

ant icipated and operators are Out too l on Conversion 

requesting to remove t his tool as it is Conversion Line 4 

no longer needed. 
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12076 Current transfer station is extremely Replace ADU Rod ADU Rod Transfer Lift Station to be ADU Rod Transfer ISA-lO ADU 
old and has reached its mechanical Transfer Lift Station replaced with new long deck lift table. Station Rods 
end of life. Existing structure has been This lift table is used to transfer rods 

repaired and patched and is no longer on cookie sheets from ADU Rod area 

capable of being maintained in a fully to the mechanical side of the CFFF. 

operational mode. The floor 

supporting the table is badly degraded 

such that supports will no longer 

anchor into the floor without pulling 

free or shifting during lifting 

operation. 

12077 It is possible to create an unsafe Add Chamber Vent Add Chamber Vent so lenoid for Non Non-Fuel Line 6 Clean Side Rod 

conditon for the plugger (unexpected for Non Fuel Line6 Fuel Line6 Plugger. This solenoid will Plugger Area 

rod ejection). This condit ion may Plugger vent the chamber any time the Estop 

occu r if the plugger is manually is operated. 

operated, the helium pressure is set 

too high, and the Estop is activated. 

Adding the Estop Vent to the chamber 

will eliminate the possibility of ejecting 

the rod. 

12078 This style valve is not adequate for Remove Sluice Gate Remove Sluice Gate Valve on North North Lagoon Grounds 
isolation or flow control and is always Valve on North Lagoon Manual Discharge Line 

left open. There is a ball valve Lagoon Manual 

adjacent to this valve that operations Discharge Line 

uses for isolation and flow contro l. 

The handle of this valve is in the 
middle of the North Lagoon pump 

platform and is a trip hazard. 
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12079 It is possible to create an unsafe Line 6 Plugger Remove 50 PSI relief valve and add 30 Non Fuel Line 6 top Clean Side Rod 

condition for the plugger if the Helium Helium Line Relief PSI relief valve to the Helium Line on end plugger Area 
goes above 30 PSI. When the helium Valve the Line 6 plugger. The valve should 

pressure is above 30 PSI then the release anytime the Helium Line goes 
Helium valve can get stuck open even above 30 PSI. 
when the e-stop is activated. This Also the line going to the regulator 

means the chamber will continue will be reduced to a 1/4" and a flow 

filling with Helium and could cause restrictor will be added to the line. 
unexpected rod ejection. 

If the Helium continues flowing it 

overcomes the solenoid added to vent 
the chamber in CCF 12077 so that 

there is still pressure in the chamber. 

The flow restrictor will be added 

because their is too much pressure in 
the line and the relief valve venting 

can be overcome by the Helium flow 

causing the chamber pressure to 

increase to above 30. 

These changes combined with the new 

solenoid to vent the chamber will keep 

the unexpected rod ejection from 
being a possibility. 

12080 To eliminate false level readings Replacement of T- Replace the Rosemount differential URRS Outside Still 2 ISA-15 URRS 
caused by clogged tank nozzle. 1177 Level level transmitter on the Still 2 flash Wastewater 

Transmitter tank (T-l177) with a similar unit with a Treatment 
3" extended diaphragm. System 

12085 to allow the chiefs to monitor/adjust SPCS expansion rack a new digital output card will be scrap cage SPCS ISA-03 ADU 

levels from the control room and #6 added to the rack to allow the starting Conversion 
prevent overflows. and stopping of the V1005A/S & 

V1006A/S pumps. A new drawing will 
be created. 
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12086 Currently there is no convienent way Add Lockable Add Lockable Disconnect to the local IFBA Equ ipment Grounds 

to isolate and lock out the power Disconnect for Control Panel for locking out the Room Breathing Air 
feeds to the Analyzers. Breathing Air breathing Tower control power feed Compressor 

Ana lyzers to the analyzers. 

12087 Per CAPs Commitment# 11-273-C003, Battery Powered With this CCF we will be replacing Battery Powered Grounds 

during the NRC fire safety inspection Emergency Lighting obsolete battery powered backup Emergency Lighting 

the NRC identified concerns regarding lights. The replacement will meet 

our site emergency battery powered NFPA requirements of a 90min run 

lighting. There is one PM which time. The obsolete units either don't 
requires the battery powered work, or don 't meet the NFPA 

emergency light to be tested every 26 requ irement of lasting 90min . Battery 
weeks. The standard requires that replacements cannot be found for the 

battery powered emergency lights be obsolete units. 

tested monthly. Another PM is needed 

to test the battery powered lights on 

an annua l basis to assure they burn for 

at least 1.5 hours before shutting off. 

* Dwgs. have been created to identify 

where all the Emergency lights are 
located . 

* The 26wk PM will be modified to 

reflect the Monthly Std. 

12088 Plant announcements cannot be heard Hot Oil Room Fire Insta ll a fire alarm speaker in the Hot Hot Oil Room ISA-03 ADU 

by personnel inside the Hot Oil Room. Alarm Speaker Oil Room Conversion 
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12089 Address CAPS-11-237-C015 and Replace pilot gas Replace pilot gas solenoid valves SV- Line 1 ca lciner ISA-03 ADU 

concerns about verification of SSe's solenoid valves with 109F, SV-109G, SV-109H, SV-1091, SV- Conversion 

when valve status is uncertain. air actuated valves 109J & SV-109K with Swagelok SS-8BK-

These valves are part of the following on line 1 ca lciner 33798-1CRI . 

SSe's: 

ADUCAL-403; ADUCAL-905; ADUCAL- CAPS 11-237-C015 requires a plan to 

906; ADUCAL-907; ADUCAL-908. replace solenoid valves that are final 

elements in SSe's with valves that are 

more reliable and have open/closed 

indication. 

We have about 25 years of experience 

with Swagelok air actuated, bellows 

sea l plug valves on thermal stability 

furnaces and they have performed 

extremely well. These valves are light 

and compact and can be insta lled with 

minimal piping changes. 

ADUCAL-403 will be tested to verify 

correct operation of the valves after 

completion of the modification and 

prior to startup. 
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12090 Address CAPS-1l-237-C015 and Replace pilot gas Replace pilot gas solenoid valves SV- Line 2 ca lciner ISA-03 ADU 

concerns about verification of SSe's solenoid valves with 209F, SV-209G, SV-209H, SV-209 1, SV- Conversion 

when valve status is uncertain. air actuated valves 209J & SV-209K with Swagelok SS-8BK-

These valves are part of the following on line 2 calciner 33798-1CRI . 

SSC's: 

ADUCAL-403; ADUCAL-905; ADUCAL- CAPS 11-237-C015 requires a plan to 

906; ADUCAL-907; ADUCAL-908. replace solenoid valves that are final 

elements in SSe's with valves that are 

more reliable and have open/closed 

indication. 

We have about 25 years of experience 

with Swagelok air actuated, bellows 

seal plug valves on thermal stability 

furnaces and they have performed 

extremely well. These valves are light 

and compact and can be installed with 

minimal piping changes. 

ADUCAL-403 will be tested to verify 

correct operation of the valves after 

completion of the modification and 

prior to startup. 
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12091 Address CAPS-1l-237-C015 and Replace pilot gas Replace pilot gas so lenoid valves SV- line 3 ca lciner ISA-03 ADU 

concerns about verification of SSe's solenoid valves with 309F, SV-309G, SV-309H, SV-3091, SV- Conversion 

when valve status is uncertain. air actuated valves 309J & SV-309K with Swagelok SS-8BK-

on line 3 ca lciner 33798-1CRI . 

These valves are part of the following 

SSe's: CAPS 11-237-C015 requires a plan to 

ADUCAL-403; ADUCAL-905; ADUCAL- replace solenoid valves that are final 

906; ADUCAL-907; ADUCAL-908. elements in SSe's with valves that are 

more reliab le and have open/closed 

indication. 

We have about 25 years of experience 

with Swagelok air actuated, bellows 

seal plug valves on thermal stabi lity 

furnaces and they have performed 

extremely well. These valves are light 

and compact and can be insta lled with 

minimal piping changes. 

ADUCAL-403 will be tested to verify 

correct operation of the valves after 

completion of the modification and 

prior to startup. 
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12092 Address CAPS-11-237-C015 and Replace pilot gas Replace pilot gas solenoid valves SV- Line 4 calciner ISA-03 ADU 

concerns about verification of SSe's so lenoid valves with 409F, SV-409G, SV-409H, SV-4091, SV- Conversion 

when valve status is uncertain. ai r actuated valves 409J & SV-409K with Swagelok SS-8BK-

on line 4 calciner 33798-1CRI . 

These valves are part of the following 

SSe's : CAPS 11-237-C015 requires a plan to 

ADUCAL-403; ADUCAL-905; ADUCAL- replace solenoid valves that are final 

906; ADUCAL-907; ADUCAL-908. elements in SSe's with valves that are 

more reliable and have open/closed 

indication . 

We have about 25 years of experience 

with Swagelok air actuated, bellows 

seal plug valves on thermal stability 

furnaces and they have performed 

extremely well. These valves are light 

and compact and ca n be insta lled with 

minimal piping changes. 

ADUCAL-403 will be tested to verify 

correct operation of the valves after 

completion of the modification and 

prior to startup. 
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12093 Address CAPS-1l-237-C015 and Replace pilot gas Replace pilot gas solenoid va lves SV- line 5 ca lciner ISA-Q3 ADU 
concerns about verification of SSe's so lenoid va lves with 509F, SV-509G, SV-509H, SV-5091, SV- Conversion 
when valve status is uncertain. air actuated va lves 509J & SV-509K with Swagelok SS-8BK-

on line 5 calciner 33798-1CRI . 

These valves are part of t he fo llowing 

SSe's: CAPS 11-237-C015 requires a plan to 

ADUCAL-403; ADUCAL-905; ADUCAL- replace solenoid valves t hat are fi na l 

906; ADUCAL-907; ADUCAL-908. elements in SSe's with va lves that are 

more reliable and have open/closed 

indication. 

We have about 25 yea rs of experience 

with Swagelok air actuated, bellows 

seal plug va lves on t hermal stability 

furnaces and t hey have performed 

ext remely well. These valves are light 

and compact and can be installed with 

minimal piping changes. 

ADUCAL-403 will be tested to verify 

correct operation of the valves after 

completion of the modif ication and 

prior to startu p. 

12095 Providing a tack cloth storage location tack clot h holder line install a stain less steel w ire hook line 1 mill ISA-03 ADU 
inside the mill can help conta in 1 inside t he polypak enclosure at li ne 1 enclosure Conversion 
contamination inside t he ventilated mill to provide a place to keep a tack 
enclosure. cloth. The hook is made for a peg 

board, so 2 holes will have to be 

drilled into the enclosure to support 

the hook. Each hole is approx 1/ 8" 

diameter. The hook will extend approx 

5 1/ 4" from t he edge of t he enclosure. 
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12096 The supplier for Xomox valves has Allow use of manual A manual Xomox valve with a V-x02 H&I valves ISA-03 ADU 

notified Westinghouse that the lead Xomox valve in an threaded valve stem will be used in Conversion 
time for an actuated Xomox valve actuator assembly. the place of a valve with a bare stem. 
assembly will be a minimum of 18 While re-assembling the actuated 
weeks. Additionally, Xomox has sent a valve assembly it may be necessary to 
letter verifying that the threaded stem modify the coupl ing between the 
and the bare stem valves are in fact valve and actuator to accommodate 

the same valve except they have the taller stem due to being threaded. 
different valve stems. Also, the 

Massey Company has included 

instructions on how to assemble the 

valve/actuator assembly that is 

attached. 

12097 The old heater is inoperable beyond Shipping & Receiving Replace(upgrade) current 10,000 CFM Roof of Shipping & Grounds 
repair; therefore Shipping & Receiving Heater Upgrade Duo-Aire direct gas fired unit with a Receiving 
doesn't have enough heat to stay new 13,000 CFM Duo-Aire direct gas 

warm during cold days. fired unit. The new unit curb 

attachment, electrica l power and gas 

connection are the same as the old 

unit. 
12098 HX-944 has failed. Stainless steel is an Change HX-944 from Replace HX-944 with a sta inless steel Incinerator ISA-13 Low 

acceptable material of construction graphite shell and shell and tube exchanger. Replace Level 
and more easily repaired/replaced. tube to sta inless with McMaster 35185K61 or Radioactive 

steel shell and tube equivalent. Th is PIN is cu rrently an Waste 
ITI Standard SSCF 08036 model Processing 
exchanger. 

12099 This functionality needs to be Insta ll BPCS interlock This project will provide High level This functionality ISA-03 ADU 
implemented to meet a NRC for Q-Tanks interlock functionality for the six(6) will be Conversion 
commitment. ADU Q-Tanks. When anyone or more implemented in the 

of the existing on-line Q-Tank BPCS Common Services 
level transmitters sense a level that is Experion BPCS 

85% or more, then the DI Water and 

the Ammonium Hydroxide shut-off 

valves will close. These valves are 

insta lled under CCF # 12045. 
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12100 Prox. Switch would be non contact. Replace Line 8 Rope Replace Line8 Rope cleaner motion Tube Prep Line 8 Clean Side Rod 

Existing switch is unreliable and can cleaner Limit Switch confi rmation limit Switch with a Prox. End Cleaner Area 
create FME from roll er wear. with a Prox. Switch Switch. 

12102 Improved accessibility to the area and D&V station Mount and install a monitor mount On the east wall ISA-14IFBA 
general area improvement. computer mounting and PC mount against the east wall near the sta irwell. Processing 

near the D&V station between 

co lumns H104 and H105. Remove and 

discard current computer station once 

insta lled. 

12104 The panel obstructs access to other Demolish electrical Demolish electrica l panel on pellet Pellet area ISA-08 Pelleting 
equ ipment in the area and has panel that has been area mezzanine that has been mezzanine, 
become a junk storage closet. It is an abandoned in place abandoned in place. This panel was opposite office 
eyesore. installed with the unsuccessful centra l door. 

gas humidification project in 1982 that 

was never put into service. Th is panel 

is isolated from other equ ipment. 

There are no drawings for it in Matrix. 

It is shown on the arrangement 

drawing for the area and this is the 

only drawing that needs to be revised. 

12105 There is a lack of sufficient UPS power Insta llation of UPS RP Insta llation of a URP Panel and M echan ical Side Grounds 
available for existing and future Panel and Column Column lOD (which is near E/F, G/J (Adjacent to Soft 
controls in this part of the mechanical 10D Soft Handling Conveyors across from Handling and Oxide 
area Oxide Coater 1). This will provide Coater 1) 

additional UPS Power for 

instrumentation and controls in the 

area. 

12106 Best practices has determine that ADU Rework Lathe Insta ll a counter at rework lathe to ADU Rod Rework ISA-14 IFBA 

blade gives a better finish on cuts if Blade Counter determine number of cut per. blade. Lathe Processing 
not used more than 7 times per blade. 
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12107 Existing unit is obsolete Replace Obsolete Replace Obsolete Conductivity Meter Final Assembly ISA-17 Final 

Conductivity Meter in Final Assembly wash tank. Wash Station Assembly 

in FA wash tank 

12108 Need for additional breaker to feed Replacement of 150A Replace 150A breaker in EDP-10BB Mechanical Side Grounds 

upcoming computer room UPS on EDP-10BB with 250A breaker. Equ ipment Roomas 

installation. 

12109 This change will add a flanged add flange to hot oil On the discharge manifold of the hot hot oi l system 4 ISA-03 ADU 

connection between the pumps and system 4 oil system 4 pumps, there is only a Conversion 

heaters to prevent having to weld in welded connection before the 

the hot oi l room if this section needs heaters. Add a flange in this area . 

to be removed again. 

The same change already happened 

on system 3 under CCF 12009. 

12110 The Sensor's cu rrent location allows Erbia Pressfeed Move the Erbia Pressfeed Elevator Erbia Pressfeed ISA-20 ERBIA 

for a pressfeed polypack to enter the Elevator Sensor Sensor location foward. Elevator First Floor 

elevator door but not make it all the Relocation 

way onto the conveyor part of the 

elevator. The elevator can then try to 

move up, which results in the polypack 

falling off the conveyor onto the floor. 
This change would allow the sensor to 

see the polypack directly in front of 

the door and not on the conveyor, 

preventing the elevator form moving. 

A minor PLC logic change will be 

implemented as well to prevent the 

elevator from moving as long as the 

polypack is in front of the sensor. 

This elevator does not involve any 

SSe's. 
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12112 Old gear box leaking oil and is Replacement gear Replace the gear box/motor on line 2 2nd discharge ISA-03 ADU 

obselete. box second discharge screw. screw Conversion 

12118 The spiral duct is degraded. Burn-Off Stack Duct Replace the burn-off stack duct on the Sintering Furnace ISA-08 Pelleting 

Replacement on exit end of SF3A. Th is vertical section SF3A 

SF3A of ga lvanized spiral duct will be 

replaced using rolled angle flanged 18 

gage 304 SS duct and fittings. 

12121 The existing actuator does not open Hot Oil System #3 Replace the valve actuator on valve # U F6 bay over hot ISA-03 ADU 

and close the valve fast enough when Valve Actuator XV-1376 Ai with a larger actuator. oil room Conversion 

the hot oil system is heating up and Replacement The existing actuator is a Hytork 
and cooling down. The new actuator XL426S80 and it will be repalced with 

has more torque. The valve will be a Hytork XL681S80 actuator. 

tested with this new actuator. The 

other three valve actuators will be The old and replacement actuator 

replaced if the test is successfu l. information is attached to the CCF. 

12122 To move combustionable storage Update Chemica l Update the following drawings to Chemica l Grounds 

cabinets from under the mezzanie. Maint Shop AR depict the current condition of the Maintenance Shop 

Drawings shop and relocate combustionable 

storage cab inets 

SOOF03AR04 st. 3 
SOOF03AR04 st. 4 

SOOF03AR03 st. 3 (excluding tool 

room) 

SOOF03AR03 st. 4 (short section of 

aisle North of corridor to 

manufacturing) 

12123 Current and Additional power needs Insta llation of Insta ll new UPS in Computer Room for Mechanical Side - Grounds 

are projected for the computer room Computer Room UPS current and future power Computer Room 

to support dual independent power (U PS #4) requirements in the computer room. 
feeds for high ava ilabi lity equipment. 

12124 People working inside the room are Hot Oi l Room Insta ll a critica lity alarm horn in the IFBA, ADU ISA-03 ADU 

unable to hear the Critica lity Alarm Critica lity Alarm Horn hot oil room. Conversion 

Sound. 
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12125 The starters and control valves for the QC Rod Soft Handling Insta ll new power and pneumatic QC Rod Final ISA-lOADU 
"B" conveyors (downstream from "B" conveyor power panels to separate the controls of soft Inspection Area Rods 

Helium Leakcheck) are currently co- and control panels handling "B" conveyors from "A" 

located with the controls for the "A" conveyor contro ls. 

conveyors (between Rod Weigh and 

Leakcheck). The "B" conveyors are the 

responsibility of QC Rod, whereas the 

"A" conveyors are associated with 

Tube Prep. This work will provide 

electrica l and pneumatic isolation so 

that either section can be taken offline 

without directly affecting the other. 

12126 Eliminate double handling of polypaks Remove QC Rack Remove QC Rack Aisleway outside of ISA-03 ADU 

by removing rack and using the QC Cage Conversion 

approved polypak carts. 

12127 The push buttons previously installed Replacement of Replace the E-Stop pushbutton of Hot Conversion Control ISA-03 ADU 

are of different types. Since one of Emergency Stop Oil system #3 in the conversion Room Conversion 

the push buttons extends further from Pushbutton for Hot control room. 

the panel front, it gives the Oil System #3 

appearance that it is in a different 
state than the other when they are 

functionally the same. The 

push buttons for system #4 and the 

ventilation system will be changed 

under a different CCF. 

12128 We currently have no 120v UPS power Insta ll Receptacle Insta ll a Receptacle panel in Equ ipment room 3 Grounds 

avai lable in equipment room 3. We Panel equ ipment room 3 for UPS power. on the mechanical 

need to supply the ch iller control side 

panel with UPS power to prevent 

ch iller interruption during power dips. 
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12130 Using an HGV for motive force will New Rod Channel Purpose of the CCF: Skeleton Assembly ISA-10 ADU 

reduce personnel injuries. Cart Powered by Review and approve use of a new Rod and Rod Channel Rods 
HGV Channel Cart, which utilizes a Human Areas 

Guided Vehicle (HGV) for motive 

force. Th is new Rod Channel Cart and 

HGV will be employed in the Final 

Assembly Area and the Fuel Rod 

Storage Area. 

Supplemental purposes of CCF: 

- Add Rod Channel Cart drawings into 

Matrix. 

- Add outline drawings of HGV into 

Matrix. 

Detailed HGV drawings and manual 

will 

be placed in the Maintenance 

Library. 

- Obtain appropriate identification 

numbers 

(MAPCON, Capital Equipment, etc.) 

No charging station will be 
designated. The HGV can plug into 

any 120Volt AC 3-prong power outlet. 

Descri ption: 

12131 This water cooler was abandoned in Remove water cooler Remove the water cooler from the Chemica l Area, Grounds 

place years ago. on exit end of ADU exit end of ADU line 5 and cap the city ADU Line 5 

Line 5 water supply. 

12132 Tanks and piping are abandoned and Hot Oil System Remove piping and tanks as shown on Hot Oil Room and ISA-03 ADU 

no longer used. This space will Abandoned Tanks drawing 347F04DE01 Sheet 1 and the on top of hot oil Conversion 
probably be used for future and Piping Removal attached pictures. room 

equipment to be added to the hot oil 

system. 
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12136 These Oxygen sensors have never Rod Line 9 Girth This project will remove the two Rod Line 9 / Clean Side Rod 

been used and have been abandoned Welder Oxygen Thermox TM2000 (AMETEK) Oxygen Faci li ties Area 
in place. The space is needed to install Sensor Removal Sensors from Line 9 Girth Welders in 

the new Servo Drive cabinet for the the Mechanical area. 

Girth Welder DC Motor replacement 

project. 
12137 DC motors are absolete, line is at high Rod Line 9 Girth This CCF is for the Pre-Work required Line 9 Girth Welder Clean Side Rod 

risk of major unscheduled downtime if Welder DC Motor to install the new Servo drive and Mechanical area Area 

a motor would go bad . By doing this Replacement with AB motor on the welding units. This work 

work in two CCFs, it minimzes the Servo motor Pre- includes connecting the new wiring 

down time to two full shifts instead of Work and new contro ls to the existing 

two full days of downtime around the system except for the motors and 

clock. tooling, insta lli ng the modified 

program in the PLC and HMI. The old 

system would still be functional. 

There will be one more CCF to do the 

final tooling and motor insta ll. 

12138 Pre-work is needed to minimize the Non-Fuel X-Ray Pre- Pre-work needed before final install of Non-fuel X-Ray Clean Side Rod 
downtime require to insta ll the new Work for new Exit new exit conveyor. Work will consist Area 

outlet conveyor system. Conveyor of relocating transformer mounted to 

col umn and its disconnect switch from 
front column of X-Ray to the back 

column of equ ipment. Also, the 

cabinet that conta ins the operator 
controls for the X-Ray will be removed 

and the operator control box will be 
placed on a swing arm. Two duplex 

receptacles 120 VAC on the exit 

conveyor will be relocated to the X-

Ray machine. since this project 

consists of relocating devices there are 

no drawings changes involved. See 
attached pdf file. 
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12139 CAPS 11-311-C005.02 Action item to Add Audible Alarm to Add Functionality to Sound Audible Avis Line 8 Clean Side Rod 

add Audible Alarming to Stack Light AVIS Line 8 Alarm Piezzo Buzzer on the Stack Light Area 

any time the Red Alarm Light 

illuminates. 

12140 CAPS 11-311-C005.02 - Add aud ible Add audible alarm ing Add Functionality to Sound Audible Avis Line 9 Clean Side Rod 

alarming functionality to the stack to AVIS Line 9 Alarm Piezzo Buzzer on the Stack Light Area 

light. anytime the Red Alarm Light 

illuminates 

See attached PDF with validation that 

the Opto ISolators will drive both 

LEOS. 

12143 Visibility below the press hood where LEO Press Lights LN1 Insta ll 24V LEO lights in the lower part ADU Pelleting Line ISA-08 Pelieting 

the worm gear, lower tool holders, of the press hood by the worm gear. 1 Press 

and bottom cams are is very poor. 

Mechanics and operators must hold 

flashlights while cleaning or 

performing work in this area. 24V LED 

lights would greatly improve the 

visibility. 

No SSCs will be affected by this 

change, nor is the contro l panel 

providing power have any SSCs 
involved in it. 

12145 Heaters inside the coater chamber will Coater #1, Chamber Mechanical installation of Coater 1 IFBA Coater 1 ISA-14 IFBA 

drive off (desorb) the moisture in the Heaters Mechanical Chamber heaters and modify the Processing 

chamber and reduce pump down sh ields to fit near the heater 

time. elements. This will be the same as 

what was insta lled in Coater 5 under 

CCF 10595. The electrica l power and 

controls will be done under a seperate 
CCF. 
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12146 Heaters inside the coater chamber will Coater 2 Chamber Install heaters inside Coater 2 IFBA Coater 2 ISA-14IFBA 

drive off (desorb) moisture and reduce Heaters Processing 
pump down time. this will be the 

same as what was installed in Coater 5 

under CCF 10595. 

12147 Heaters inside the coater chambers Coater 3, Chamber Build and install electrical contro l IFBA Coater 3 ISA-14IFBA 

will drive off (deesorb) the moisture in Heaters enclosures for chamber heaters that Processing 

the chamber and reduce pump down will be installed in IFBA Coater 3 under 

time. This will be the same as what a different CCF. 

was installed in Coater 5 under CCF 

10595. 

Needed to demote prior to any other 

approvals to correct the text in the 

"Description" section. 

12148 Heaters inside the coater chamber will Coater 4 Chamber Bui ld and install electrica l control IFBA Coater 4 ISA-14 IFBA 

drive off (desorb) the moisture in the Heaters enclosures for chamber heaters that Processing 

chamber reducing pump down time. will be installed in IFBA Coater 4 under 

This will be the same as what was a different CCF. 

insta lled on Coater 5 under CCF 10595. 

12149 Heaters inside the coater chamber will Coater 6 Chamber Bui ld and insta ll electri ca l contro l IFBA Coater 6 ISA-14IFBA 

drive off (desorb) the moisture in the Heaters enclosures for chamber heaters that Processing 

chamber and reduce pump down will be installed in IFBA Coater 6 under 

time. This will be the same as what a different CCF. 

was installed in Coater 5 under CCF 

10595. 

12150 Heaters inside of the coater chamber Coater 7 Chamber Bu ild and insta ll electrica l control IFBA Coater 7 ISA-14 IFBA 

will drive off (desorb) the moisture in Heaters enclosures for chamber heaters that Processing 

the chamber and reduce pump down will be insta lled in IFBA Coater 7 under 

time. This will be the same as what a different CCF. 

was installed in Coater 5 under CCF 

10595. 
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12151 Heaters inside the coater chamber will Coater 8 Chamber Bui ld and insta ll electrica l control IFBA Coater 8 ISA-14 IFBA 

drive off (desorb) the moisture in the Heaters enclosures for chamber heaters that Processing 

chamber and reduce pump down will be installed in IFBA Coater 8 under 

time. This installation will be the same a different CCF. 

as what was installed in Coater 5 

under CCF 10595 

12158 Due to issues at the manufacturer, the New Rubber Introduce a new chemical glove in the All area oxidation, ISA-08 Pelleting 

current chemical gloves used in the Chemical Gloves area, the MAPA STANSOLV, to replace ribbon blender, 

area (Storeroom Number 17099, the cu rrent Best NSK 24 model gloves and roll hoods in 

17100,17101) have developed lead in all sizes. ADU and Erbia 

times of multiple months, leading to 

shortages in operations. 

The new MAPA glove has been 

identified as a replacement with 

similar chemical resistance ratings and 

no signifigant difference with regards 

to hydrogenous contamination on the 

pellets. The product spec sheet and 

hydrogen analysis is attached to the 

CCF. 
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12159 Characterization of water and soi l Core Boring & Soil Core drill (3) 6" diameter holes in the Chemical ISA-03 ADU 

resulting from failed drain line in area. Sampling in Chem concrete slab floor in the Chemical Maintenance Area Conversion 

Maint Area Maintenance Area. Locations are 

depicted in attached IIF form sketch. 

Thru holes will be utilized to collect 

soi l and water samples. 

EH&S Ops, will follow routine 

preservation and handling methods 

for the samples as required for each 

analysis type. 

Sample the water in the void. Send 

one sample immediately to Chem lab 

for pH, fluoride and ppm U analysis. 

Overnight another water sample to 

GEL for the following analyses: gross 

alpha, gross beta, isotopic U, Tc-99, 

and nitrates. 

Take a sludge sample with as much 

soil content as possible. Send one 

sample to Chem lab for fluoride and 
ppm U analysis. Overnight another 

sludge sample to GEL for the following 

analyses: gross alpha, gross beta, 

isotopic U, and Tc-99. 

12160 The current transmitter has failed and Replace LT-1143 Replace guided wave radar level adjacent to water ISA-15 URRS 

it located in on top of the tank where transmitter with Rosemount glass bldg Wastewater 

it is difficult to maintain. The new hydrostatic level transmitter on Treatment 

transmitter will be mounted near condensate tank T-1143 System 

ground level where it will be easier to 

maintain. 
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